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Racers top Hilltoppers in
typical MSU-WKU g4me
See story on page 8
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News In Brief

This time
its the ice
that plays
havoc

Plane crashes with 10 aboard
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) commuter aircraft with 10
people on board crashed and burst into flames Monday night
while making an approach to Soldatna International Airport, killing at least eight people, federal officials said.
Paul Steucke, the Federal Aviation Administration public affairs officer for Alaska, said the twin-engine Beechcraft, which
carried eight passengers and a crew of two, went down at 8:20
p.m. (12:20 a.m. EST Tuesday) one mile east of the airport at
Soldatna. about 70 miles southwest of Anchorage.
Atle.a.st.eightapaopla were,kiliede-Steue saick At- wasetot-em,-- •
tamn whether there were survivors

DEA agents uncover USC degrees
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - Federal drug agents here uncovered4allegations that phony degrees from the University of
Southern California had been sold for as much as $25,000. a Drug
Enforcement Administration official said.
,Kelly Snyder, head of the DEA in Louisville, said information
about the alleged scheme was uncovered last fall in a drug in_vestigation that resulted in -the arrest- of three Los Angeles
residents in Louisville.
His office turned the material over to the DEA in Los Angeles,
which contacted the Los Angeles.Cpunty district 'attorney's
office.
The degrees allegedly were backed up with false transcripts in
university's computer system. USC officials have begun
checking transcripts in an effort to uncover the phony degrees.
The DEA would not say how the drug-case suspects were connected to the alleged degree scam, but did say that none of the
degrees had surfaced in Louisville.
opsselP"

Elsewhere...

Snow
damage

#
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WASHINGTON - Budget Director David Stockman, coif!
ceding "a lot of problems in many places" in President Reagan's1986-budget, Is challenginga skeptical Congressto try to devise
fairer plan.
WASHINGTON - College leaders say middle-class families,
already strapped by the costs of higher education, could be shut
out of many campuses by President Reagan's plan to deny loans
and'grants_to_more_than_lmilllonshidents
WASHINGTON - President Reagan wants to cut all federal
support for Amtrak, but the administration and Amtrak officials
can't agree whether that would mean the end for the nation's
passenger railroad.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, in a "told-you-so"
message on the state of the economy, is reminding Congress
about the past two years' revival and promising even better in his
second term,if Congress and the Federal Reserve Board will only
help.
HANOI. Vietnam - Communist China has replaced the United
States as communist Vietnam's No. 1 public enemy. Ten years
after communist North Vietnam took over South Vietnam and
ordered the U.S. Embassy out of Saigon, Vietnam has come full
icycle.--jilting the Chinese who gave it $20 billion in aid to fight the
Americans.
LIMA, Peru - The runway lights went out as Pope John Paul
II's plane arrived at Lima airport. Then the Capital went dark,
and the fire forming the shape of a hammer and sickle - the
symbol of the Shining Path guerrilla movement - blazed on a
mountainside north of Lima.
MILWAUKEE - Doctors say a 2%-year-old boy who virtually
froze to death,after wandering away from home in 20 below
temperatures clad only in pajamas now has a good chance of a
full recovery is making medical history. But Judy Troche says
her main concern is just one thing: "Our son was dead and he is
alive."
Today in History
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 5,-the 36th day of 1985. There are .329
days left in the year.
Tedeff,-sitighlight In history On Feb. 5, 1917, Mexico's constitution was adopted.
Today's birthdays: Actor John Carradine is 79. Actorcomedian Red Buttons is 66. State Department spokesman Bet
nard,Kalb is 63. New.York Times.publisher Arthur 0. Sulzberger
is Mi. Baseball hall-of-famer Hank Aaron is 51. Actor Stuart
Damon is 48. Financial writer Jane Bryant Quinn is 46. Former
quarterback Roger Staubach is 43. ActresS Charlotte Rampling is
39. Actress Barbara Hershey is 37.
-Thoughtibfrotjay: "We have to live today by what truth we can
get today, and.* ready tomorrow to call it falsehood." William J
es. American philosopher 11842-1910).
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Travelers advisory tonight.
• Tonight: A mixture of snow
and freezing rain changing
over to snow. Possible 2 to 4
Inch accumulation by morning. Low in the lower to mid
20s. North wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Cloudy with a
60 percent chance of light
snow. High in the upper 20s to
lower 308.
LAKE LEVELS
•
Kentucky Lake
354.3
Bartley Lake
354.3

The weight of the snow accumulated from the reeent storms was too much for the
aluminum canopy in front of
Enix Interiors on Chestnut
Street. The canopy collapsed
late Saturday morning. Fortunately, no one was under it
at the time, and no other
store property was damaged. Merchants in adjacent
stores took the cue and
scraped snow off their
canopies. At left, Jim Kozak
and Jeff Norsworthy stood
on a truck to.remove snow
from the canopy-roof of
Sammons' Bakery.
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-A mixed bag of precipitation.
-ranging:from- Snow te freezing
rain, fell over Kentucky today as
a. new storm center pumped
moisture over the state.
More than. 50 school districts
were closed and state
employees' work hours were
delayed because of hazardous
driving.conditions.
•
The National Weather Service
posted a statewide travelers'.ad-. .
visory for today -and tonight as
snow -packed roads ac -cumulated an icy glaze.
Paducah reported a half inch
of fresh snow fell there Monday
-night before turning to rain.
The weather service ,said the
- precipitation. will change from
rain to freezing rain, sleet or
snow at various locations, as
tempertures rise and fall today.
Mostly snow and-freezing rain
was expected in the porthern
part . of. the _gate, possibily
reaching an inch accumulation.
while southern spots.wouldget a
mixture of rain and freezing •
rain.
State Police Trooper Richard
Wright. reported "several ac- ciaents- An the Purhcase Area
this morning. including a -semi
tractor loaded 1.vitil heavy equiptrwo that-slid-Into the median of
the Purhcase Parkway, near
mile marker 18 and turned over.
The driver was not seriously
--injured.
A two-car Collision on.Ky. 121
between Ma 'field and Farmington resulte in four other
cars sliding into dit
s to avoid
the cars. Wright said. o details
were available at press time
Wright-said fre.eways-are slick
and will become more so tonight
when temperatures drop He
urged caution -on the roads: •'A
lot of these wrecks are nothing
but people driving too fast for
the conditions."

•

Student aid cutbacks
eyed carefully by MSU
million students nationally.
By CHARLES HONEY'
MSU . officials haven't yet
Staff Writer
tabulated the precise effects on
Murray State officials.- say
students here. But Director of
President Reagan's proposed
Student Financial Aid Johnny
student aid cutbacks would have
McDougal said that last year
"a tremendous impact" on
2.034 MSU students received
MSU, where 43 percent of the
federal Pell Grants, which
students receive some type of
range from $250 to $1,900 for
federal assistance.
undergraduates. and more than
"I think it would be
=RI receVveGuaMeSlüdevastating," sitIa—Frank
dent Loans. The latter provide
Julian, vice president for stiiundergraduate and graduate
dent development, Of Reagan's
loans at low interest.
proposal to cut $2.3 billion from
• McDougal said that depending
higher education student aid.
on the size and number of col"The program they're going
lege students in a given stuafter the most, guaranteed student's family, the proposed crir
dent loans, is our greatest single
on loans and grants could
financial aid program at MSU."
jeopardize his or her ability to
Although-he said he could only
attend MSU, which currently
guess at this point, Julian said
costs about $1,400 per semester
he believes the proposed cuts
for an in-state student and $2,250
"would certainly affect 500 to
for an out-of-state student.
1,000 titudents fn a most serious
Other types of federal
way, where the ability to go to
assistance that would -be cut
college would be a real question
back include federal work-study
mark."
programs.In which-685 students
Reagan's budget reduces
participated last year, and sup
spending on higher education
plemental educational oppor
student aid by 27 percent, to $6.3
tuntty grants. which 390 students
billion. It places a cap of $4.000
received.
per student for all types of
McDougal said he will more
federal aid. No grants. direct
precisely assess the impact of
loans or subsidized jobs could go
the proposed cuts by examining
to students from families with
a sampling of students receiving
annual income of more than
federal aid, and determining
$25.000; and students with famihoW many fall within the proposly incomes of more than $32,500
ed family income limits.
would not be eligible for
Julian said he believes budget
_guaranteed or subsidized loans.
compromises will reduce_ the
Grants and loans are now
awarded on the basis of need, • proposed cuts, but that
Guaranteed Ws11,ent Loans will
with no absolute income limit.
.4
It is estimated the cuts would
(Cont'd on page 2)
deny assistance to more than 1
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.11011PS ALTO REPAIR SHOP DAMAGED - Accumulated
snow and-ice from Se.eral-weeks of severe'winter weather took
Its toll on the root of Gerrald Boyd's auto repair shop Saturday
morning. The rear sectiqn of the shop. located on 4th Street..cOl•
-lapsed early Saturday . Boyd has salvaged all Etts major equipment and plans...to reopen next week in the former Jim *Fain
Motors building at.the corner of 9th and f,icamore streets. '
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New budget impact will vaiy
depending on what you need
•

Members of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's Existing Industry Committee and
members of the. Murray industrial community met with representatives of the TVA early today. Pictured aboie. from left, are Steve Zea. executive vice president of the chamber of commerce;,Rex
Gallowa , chairman of the existing industry committee; Paul Russell. TVA education resource plan.
ner; Rick Starks, existing industries representative-TVA; and Dave McMullen, supervisor of the commercial and industrial section•T% A.

Chamber hosts industry breakfast
Guidelines and the successes
of nine programs being offered
through the TVA's Existing Industries Program were
presented to several members
of the Murray industrial community as well as members of
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce's Existing Industries Committee ear-

.
iwti-AWiiii-wiaeareweistv‘A

A breakfast meeting held at
the-Curris Center on the Murray
State University campus, was
hosted by the chamber of commerce and attended by three
TVA representatives.

Rick Starks, existing industries representative of the
TVA, discussed the overall success a the TVA's Existing Industry Program Which was initiated in Kentucky in 1983 as a
"pilot program." Under the
EIP, there are nine services
available for medium to smallsized industries including commercial and industrial energy
management surveys, air pollution, transportation, electrical
development and water and
waste disposal surveys and an
employee training program.
Starks was, joined in his

presentation by Dave
McMullen, supervisor of the
commercial and industrial section of the TVA and Paul
Russell, education resource
planner for TVA. In addition to
the TVA representatives
discussing their growth
assistance programs, a 20
minute film presentation was
also presented outlining existing
industries and their implementation of those programs.
Representatives of 17 existing
industries in Calloway County
were invited as honored guests
to the breakfast meeting.

NEW ROTARIANS SWORN IS-- Rotary aub Inductor Gene Sella' nbacher. tar left, officially swore in
eight new club members during formal ceremonies last week. Pictured above are those new members,
second from left to right. Michael W. Marrs, Harry Patterson, Bob Diers, Ron Wright, Tom Seymour,
Jack Norsworthy. Club President Bill Albritten looking on following the ceremony,and Doug Hocking.

A
idea
for its time.
But isn't it
time you have
TauchTme?
SCB Touch-Tone service can
put you in touch with a whole
new world of possibilities.
Telephone banking,electronic shopping,and information services directly through
your phone without adapters.
All you need is at least one
true tone-dialing Touch-Tone
phone *
Get fast, convenient SCB
Touch-Tone service for
your home for only
$1.50 a month.
And save the
Touch-Tone
connection
charge by ordering before February 28th. For
details, call on us
toll free at
1 800 233-1776,
.ext. 3.

FREE Touch-Tone Connection! Order by February 28 and save S1750.
SouthCentral)3ell
A IIILLSOUrk Cassuns

• Also make sure the set has a polarity guard(mom new ones do). In some areasTouch-Tone sets without
polarity guards won't work with special services such as telephone banking.
" Rates subject to change. Business rate is $1.00 per month. Businesses save $23.50 et-wine-et:Ion charge by
ordering before February 28(call I 800 633-6272). Services mentiOned available in most areas. Limited
caviar,in some areas. Customers who have never had Touch-Tone service also savea $5.00 onetime
premium charge. This charge does not apply to customers who have had Touch-Totteservice before.
1904 South Central Bel/
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-student aid would be cut by $2.3
By ROBERT FURLOW
billion, wiping out loans, grants
Associated Press Writer
and
other financial assistance
.WASHINGTON (AP) —
for more than 1 million college
Behind the enormous totals in
students. Hardest-hit: those
President Reagan's new federal
with family incomes of $25,000 or
budget, there's a more detailed
more.
litany of good and bad news for
There would also be cuts in
individual Americans.
school
lunch programs, inWaiting for a public housing
cluding elimination of subsidies
vacancy? Could be a long, long
for children in families with intime.
Hoping for a raise, Soldier"' come of $18,870 or more a year.
— Federal pay: If you're one
Sounds good.
of the millions working for the
Needing federal money for
federal government, you could
college? Still a chance but it's
be looking at a 5 percent salary
fading.
cut
— unless you're a uniformed
Worried about your Social
member of the armed forces, in
Security? Don't fret, for at least
which case a 3 percent raise
another year.
would be in order.
In general, the Reagan adIf you're the president, you
ministration says virtually
won't have to take that personal
everyone would be better off if
pay cut you promised last year
Congress passed the president's
— turns out it would be
budget without changes —
unconstitutional.
something Congress is very
— Health and retirement: The
unlikely to do.
budget
allows for a cost-of-living
But that's in general. Here are
increase in Social Security
a few of the virtually countless
payments for retirees, just as
effects that passage .of the
the president promised. But it
budget would have on particular
would cap Medicaid payments
groups of individuals.
to the states for health services
—Housing: If you're looking
to the poor and would freeze
for federal help here, this isn't
the budget you've been waiting
for. It calls for a two-year halt in
new housing subsidies for the
poor and elderly, some of whom
have already been waiting years
for public housing apartments.
And it also proposes increases in
fees paid by veterans and
Federal Housing Administration
borrowers, adding as much as
$2,850 to the cost of a typical
Veterans Administration By JAMES A.CARLSON
backed loan.
Associated Press Writer
—Transportation: Riders of
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A
Amtrak, the national passenger
railroad, would probably have to 2%-year-old boy: who froze
find a new way to travel, since almost to death after wandering
outside his house in 20 below
all federal money for the system
would be cut off. Bus commuters weather wearing only pajamas
is back to his playful self, kickcou/d-also be hit, since proposed
reductions in mass transit sub- ing toys and balloons around his
sidies would make it tougher for room as he makes medical
some cities to keep current history, doctors say.
"Our son was dead and he is
levels;., of bus and subway
alive," says Judy Troche, -the
service.
other of Michael Troche.
.Young. people.looking.
-On Monday, Milwaukee
for job training wouldn't be able Children's Hospital upgraded
to find it in the Job Corps, which Michael's condition from
is,now training 40,000 people bet- critical to fair.
ween 15 and 22. Too expensive
Michael was found the mornand doesn't really work, the ad- ing of Jan. 19 after he wandered
ministration says. Job-trahting--Worn his parents' home in the
bkock grants for the states would subzero -cold. His body
stay about the same, but a temperature was 60 degrees,
federal program training adults compared w)th the normal
for permanent work would be reading of.6, said Dr. Kevin
cut as would the Summer Youth Kelly, associate director of the
Employment Program.
pediatric intensive care unit at
—Students: The budget for the hospital.

Ii

Medicare payments to hospitals
and physicians to pay for
medical care for the elderly and
disabled. Medicare recipients'
insurance premiums would also
rise.
— Farmers: Big cuts would be
in store for price-support programs, an idea that farm-state
congressmen will fight to the
last pitchfork.
—Veterans at VA facilities: If
you can pay for medical care,
you'll have to — at least in part
— unless you've got an ailment
directly arising from military
service. At present, all veterans
are eligible for free care at
Veterans Administration
hospitals upon reaching age 65,
and younger veterans are eligible if they cannot afford to pay.
—TV Watchers: If all the
budget talk is just a bit too
much, you can still sit down on
the sofa and watch some
commercial-free public television. The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting's appropriation is
locked in for the next fiscal year,
though the administration is trying to reduce its 1987 budget by
$14 million.
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Infant wanders out in -20 degree

Frozen boy making
medical history

test
slof
nor

"When he came in, the legs
and arms ... felt like blocks of
ice, and as you squeezed the
tissue, you could feel ice in the
blood, as you would crush ice
under the skin," Kelly said. He
said the blood plasma appeared
to have frozen.
At a news conference with the
boy's parents Monday, Kelly
said there was no known case of
an accidental victim of
hypothermia surviving a body
core temperature that cold.
"Accidental hypothermia has
been reported down to 19
degrees Centigrade ( 66
Fahrenheit), as best we can tell
In the world's literature," he
said. "No one has any reports
less than tha."
Michael faces another three to
four weeks in the hospital
because of frostbite and skin
grafts to his arms and legs, the
doctor said.
He said Michael's
neurological functions were 100
percent normal. The boy is expected to regain most use of his
extremities, although there was
an indication of muscle damage
to his left hand.
Mrs. Troche had left for her
job as a registered nurse before
Michael wandered from the
home. Her husband, James, was
sleeping and their 6-year-old
daughter, Chris, was watching
television.

Student aid...
(Cont'd from page I)

Nettie Lewis
Manager

Keeping Your Eyewear Shipshape
"My eyeglasses always seem to
need adjustment." or'My eyeglasses
- - atways need-to be creanecr.--are'common complaints we'often hear from
our ciisiOrrieis
While its true that if you use your
eyeWear on a daily basis, they will
need occasional adjustments, there.
are many easy tips on h-ow you can
preserve the -look and fit of your
eyeglasces For instance
It you have a habit of putting your
eyeglasses on top of your head
although it may look fashionable. you
will pull your frame out of shape and
throw off the alignment When not in
use frames should be_iril.the-case or
resting on the table wittritte lenses
upright tberedire many convenient
types of eyeglass holders desk_ top
models shin pocket cases casesthat.
clip onto car visors, or the attractive
neckchain
•
When taking your eyeglasses on
and oft if you use'both hands you

can prevent the temples or side
pieces from loosening at the hinge or
beComing'Welched oCilofShape from
the motion pf a single ttand
While care is needed in the cleaning of_lenses, women should-pay attention to applying make-up..or hair
spray before putting on their
eyeglasses Men should pay attention
to using their hair care products in the
same way Special make-up.
eyeglasses are a real plus for women
who cannot see to apply their makeup -without their eyew-ear These
eyeglasses- can be made in your
prescription and feature lenses that
flip-up and down to matte make-up application on each eye eal
In the interest .of prolo ging the
'life- of your eyeglassesthe ot4tical stab at Southern Optical about
these lips We're located at Hightivay
641 North on Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center 7531.0422

goittitera
opticat
Your real value in better vision.
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center Highway 641 North • 53-0422

fare worse than Pell Grants
because many perceive the GSL
as "a form of welfare for the
middle class." While the
students affected would be
primarily middle- and lowermiddle-class, many of them
could not afford to go to school
without the federal aid, he said.
"Our students are getting
about $13 million in aid," Julian
said. "Do you think they can
reach back and ask mom and
dad for $13 million? I seriously
doubt it."
The impact would particularly
affect regional schools such as
MSU, whose enrollment is
drawn mainly from middleclass families, Julian said.
"Anything that makes it more
difficult for students to go to college is going to increase the
negative effect that the
demographics are already hay-.
ing," he explained. The number
of area high school graduates is
declining, and as enrollment
declines so do dollars with which
to fund the university, he said.
The Student Government
Association is preparing to
organize a letter-writing campaign urging congressmen and
senators to oppose the cuts, said
SGA President Rob Huth.
McDougal said his office will
gather the facts and relate to
representatives what the cuts
would. mean to MSU, students
and their families'
"I think everyone is aware of
and sympathetic to the deficit
and the national economy situation," McDougal said. "But at
the game time I think it's only
natural, in our business of helping students, that we ensure our
programs are not being eroded
at a faster rate than other
areas."
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PERSPECTIVE
looking back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County 4-H Council won first
place in competition with other counties in Purchase Area for award given each year to Council
who submits best yearly report. Preparing the
report were Mrs. Gerald Coles, Mrs. Ernest
Madrey and Mrs. Cecil Like. Council officers are
Mrs. Joe Siedd, Mrs. Calvin Morris and Mrs.
Dorothy Kerne11.
Elected as Miss and Mr.Calloway Canty High
School by the Student Body in an election sponsored by Laker Annual Staff were Vicky Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth, and Jerry White, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James White.
Miss Jennifer Trotter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John ,H. Trotter of Murray, has been
notified that she passed the Kentucky State
-Pharmacy Board Examination held Jan. 13 and
14 in Lexington.
Twenty years ago
The Calloway County Grand Jury returned 15
indictments in its reported to Calloway County
Circuit Court Judge Earl Osborne.
Births reported include a girl to Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Wesley Waldrop on Jan. 18.
Miss Pamela Kay Ryan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Ryan, and Steven E. Treas, son
of Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Treas, were married Jan.
30.
Tldrty years ago
" Army Cpl. Willie C. Dick has completed a
phase of cold weather training exercises held by
the Fourth Infantry Division in Germany.
Karl Warming, adniinistrator of the Murray
Hospital, spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray •Woman's Club
House.
Ted Wilson won the Annual Safety Slogan Contest held at Murray Manufacturing Co. His
slogan was "His new home is made of pine, he ig- r
nored a safety sign."
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

You've got to be young and adventuresome
to do what this bunch did last weekend
Oh, to be young and advenPayne. They were determined to
turesome again! '
give it a try.
But even so, I don't think I would
Once they had wrestled one of the
have had the nerve or the venvans free of the deep snow-on their
turesome inclination to do what two
subdivision road, Bud and Kathy
of my yoking Murray friends,
met the adventuresome six ExWilliam H.(Bud)and Kathy Hodge
plorers at the hospital and prepared
did this past weekend in the face of
themselves for the trip and an exthe paralyzing winter storm that
.
pectant battle with the elements.
pinned so many of us down.
Into the van they loaded a sleepBud, 34, has his own computer
ing bag for,each, a set of chains for
consulting firm, ACT,on the corner
the van, a borrowed snow, shovel,
of South 13th and Poplar Streets, • blankets all around plus several exwhile Kathy is the constantly-on-thetra ones, a first aid kit and a supply
go public relations director at
of "snack food." By 9 a.m., they
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
were on their way to Benton to join
They live out near Elm Grove Bapsimilar groups from McCracken
tist Church and just off 94 East.
and Marshall County.
Among Kathy's responsibilities as
•••
the hospital's PR director - and she
They were there within 30
has a list of them as long as your
minutes, making good time along
arm = is the job of shepherding the
the single lane ofaracks on 641's norhospital-sponsored Explorer Post
thbound - side, but once in Benton,
803.
they ran into another problem.
This is a Scout unit made up of
The leader of the Benton group
high school and college age
lives down near Lytuthurst Resort in
youngsters who are interested in
Calloway County. He had tried to get
pursuing medically-related careeis.
out,- but was stuck in a ditch. He
There are something like 30
needed help to get out. This took the
members in the unit.
Marshall Countians much of their
For almost a yeai, the Explorers
day.
have been raising and saving money.,
Their departure was delayed unto finance their annual trip to
til 3 in the afternoon. By Ow, the
Gatlinburg, Tenn., to attend their
Benton youngsters had beenittaiting
big Area t conference. More than
since 7 a.m. to leave. They didn't
-1,000 Explorers from Kentucky,
reach Gatlinburg until 3 o'clock
Tennessee, Virginia and Northern
Saturday morning.
Alabama generally attend this getThe Murray group, though, push'
-together, during which the
ed on, and, after. clearing the
youngsters get to do a little skiing.
'Cumberland River bridge on 1-24,
This year, the 'conference .was
experienced no more drifts across
scheduled to begin this past Friday
the interstate. In Nashville,
and run through Sunday, as usual at
however, they did drive past trees
Gatlinburg. Twenty-eight from the
and utility lines bent and sagging
local post - including Bud and
after an ice storm, but the roads
Kathy as the chaperones - were all
were passable.
set to„make the trip in two rented
The itiorse stretch of road they hit
.vans. • _
was between Nashville and
•••
Cookeville where the interstate was
Then,as you know.the BIG winter
icy. They reached Gatlinburg about
storm rnared in Thursday afternoon
6:30 in the evening, Murray time,
and night. _
and joined the Explorers from.the
Friday morning, once they had
other three states. There was very
looked out across 10 or more inches
little snow in Gatlinburg. •
of snow on the streets and drifts in
•••
places -three to four feet deep, the
Of the 1,000 Explorers expected
group quickly dwindled to eight harfor the conference, something like
dy souls - Bud and Kathy, and six
600 made it. Most of those unable to
Explorers, LuAnn and Leslie
do so were from Kentucky. GeneralLoberger, Missy Conner, Lee
ly, several hundreds attend,from
Stacey, Kyle Evans and Walter
Louisville and the more heavily

.
.
populated areas of Central and Northern Kentucky, but this year,
caught in the grips of the storm, on.
a handful reached the conference.
While there, one of the Murray
girls, LuAnn Loberger, brought considerable honor to the local Post
when she was elected to represent
the region at the national conference
ih June in Boulder. Colo. ,
A freshman at Murray State
University, LuAnn has been a
member of the Murray post for a
number of years, and is vicepresident of the group this year.
This was her sixth time to attend the
Gatlinburg get-together. •
••• ,
Although they experienced no
really close calls of their own on the
treacherous highways; the young
Murrayans saw many- instances in
which others were not so fortunate.
They told of tt Knoxville woman
who lost control of her car on the ice,
crashed thrOugh a guard rail and'
plunged to her-death in an icy river
when her.car sank.before anyone
could get to her.
They watched in horror as a
young man - driving too fast under

the icy conditions - tried to pass
another- car, lost control of his and
crashed into a guard rail.
They counted eight cars which
had slipped off the winding road
along Pigeon Forge River as you approach Gatlinburg from 1-40 and.
ended up down in the river bed - in
a-deep ravine but with water flowing along much like typical mountain stream. Scores were in the ditches along the icy stretches.
Then, they are not 'very complimentary when they recalled the
drivers of two tractor-trailers who
ran along side by side drt 1-40 for
miles upon miles at 35 miles per
hour and in doing so held up a long
line of vehicles.
Outside of that, the youngsters
had a ball.
Just as some of the old-timers enjoy telling us about the winter of 1918
and how flu and Prieurrionia- -took
many lives, so these young people
someday will be telling their grandchildren about the bitter winter of
1985 and how _they battled snow,
sleet, ice and sub-zero temperatures
to -go to a Scout meeting on the dther
side of Tennessee.

_

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
interest.
Letterspust not-be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers. •
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The. Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040. Murray, Ky.
42071.
Abs.

MSU values a strong general education
By Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell
lege education ought lobe." Accor- i
tense debate and • academic inDean,Collegeeof1Flumanistic Studies
ding to the endowment's study
fighting: yet through it all the
Murray State University
group,- this trend resulted in cur- ;
Undergraduate Studies Committee
Recently, William J. Bennett,
ricula that amounted to little more
held firm to its determination to
then chairman of the National Enthan an "e.ducationat- garage I.
build a new program that asserted
dowment for the Humanities and
sale.. satisfying most campus facthat, for general education,. some
since named U.S. secretary of
tions but serving no real purpose
. areas of study are more iniportanteducation, published an article in
and adding up to nothing of
than others.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
significance."'
titled "To Reclaim- a Legacy." The
Gradually, signs of consensus
To rectify this situation, the study
article is based upon the findings-of
group recommended that "the naemerged. The Undergr-aduate
the endowment's Study Group on
lion's colleges and univerStudies Committee. established six
the State of Learning in the
sitiei...reshape their undergraduate
goals of general education and
Humanities in Higher Education, a
currfula based on a clear vision of
decreed .that only courses responpanel of 31 distinguished American
sive to those golls would be conwhat constitutes an, educated pereducators-.
sidered. The. goals asserted that
son, regardless of major,and on the
Bennett and the study group indict
study of history. philosophy.
upon the completion of the general
American colleges and universities
languages and literature; college
education program a Murray State
for losing sight oftheir educational
and university presidents must take
student should possess: (1) the abilimission and so diluting the
responsibility for the educational
.- ty.to think and communicate Clearundergraduate curriculum that
needs of all students in their instituly; 121 the ability to apply rigorous
students graduate- . with little
lions by making plain what the instandards of analysis and evaiiiaknowledge Of their heritage. More
lion and to arrive at logical decistitution stands for and what
specifically, they point out that the
sions; (3 i;-an appreciation of the
knowledge it regards as essential to
humanities, and particularly the
methodology various disciplines
a good education; colleges and
study of western civilization, no
_universitie
emplOy to secure knowledge and
. s must reward excellent
longer • -are- -the -.focus- -of--the- - - teaching In hiring, promotion rid-a-scei din 1 ST:a-W1V;TtT a-critieal-undergraduate curriculum. Only 25 .. tenure decisions; and faculties must
appreciation of an informal acpercent of American colleges and
quaintance with the emergence of
put aside narrow departmentalism
universities require the study of
and instead work with ad- modern eivillZation, the important
European history; on1y...28% rephilosophical, literary and artistic
ministrators to shape a challenging
quire courses in American history
curriculum with a core of common
achievements of the. past. and the
or literature; and only 14 percent restudies."
moral and ethical problemi confronquire students to study the civilizeThe conclusions and recommenting man; IS I an acquaintance with tions of classical Greece and Rome.
dations of the endowment's study
anp appreciation of various
Foreign language study for the
group were read with considerable
cultures; and (6 r-understanding of
bachelor's degree-18 now required in
interest by faculty and adimportant moral and aesthetic
fewer than half of American instituministrators at Murray State_
standards.
.
tions of higher education, and the
University. In 1976-77 the universinumber of students electing majors
The new general education proty initiated an extensive review of
in the humanities has dipped to an
gram finally approved in 1979 conits undergraduate general education
alarming-level.
•
- - sisted of 4g selmester hours. a pprox- .curriculum. The review -revealed
- The results, argues Bennett.. is
imately\ one-third of the _ typical .
that in the late '60s _and early `70s
that today's undergraduate curundergraduate's _degree.4 reMurray State had yielded to the
riculutn is- no longer a statement -same pressures identified by the enquirements. Like. requirements at
about'- what knowledge - matters;
many other universities. the Murray
dowment study group. Ina general
rather, it is a political compromise
State plan was distributional education component that engaged
among competing departments
- Studies were required to earn- —
one-third - Of -an undergraduat•
"overlaid by marketing consideratotal graduation recatirealeals,-7- ----credits in basic -skills anci cornlions." In short, he said. the cur-munication. social stiences.
English composition was the only
riculum has become a disaster area.
humanities and science; if ''they
course absolutely required. - ,This unfortunate trend oecurred. in
elected a bachelor of arts rather
The Undergraduate Studies CornBenrittt's judgment;because of "a'
than 'llie bachelor Of science. they
mittee. the university goverhance
collective loss of nerve and faith on
were required to earn additionalbody charged with curriculum
the part of both faculty and
credits in foreign language. .
design and supervision, recognized
academic administrators during the
Eath-component had specific reits responsibility to provide leaderlate 1960s and early '70s..."When inquirements aind carefully selected
• ship fh - restoring - academic .
stitutions abandoned course reelective courses. Lrider basic skills'
coherence to the general education_
quire m ents_i as too InailLii_i_01).the....,,_ prOgratn..._The..design---aa4-4144---and: communication.- all students
'60S and '70S, they also abandoned
piementation of a new -general, - ' were required to enroll forone year
"the intellectual authority to say to - . education program required four
of English - composition - And
students what the outcome of a colyears 4t campus-wide hearings. in- ' mathematics or -logic. The social
- •
,
-_
..-e

science component required a oneyear sequence in world civilization.
The humanities eomponent required
a one-year humanities cetrrse and a
fine arts course, and the science
component required two laboratory
science courses and another math or
science elective.
. Syllabi for each class in general
education-Component were examined to assure the course met the goals of generakeducation. The College of
Humanistic Studies mandated that
all general education courses offered by-iii departments would include substantial writing -- requirements to supplement writing
instruction in the composition
classes. Finally. to provide
guarantees that general education
.cdurses remained faithful to the intent of the program's goals. the
Undetgraduata studies Committee
adopted regulations that required
formal evaluation of the program at three-year- IntervaTh.
To suggest the new programs was
implemented without' resistance
would be misleading. Studehts, who
were accustomed to an extraordinary range of elective's to meet
general education requirements,
resisted the notion that there might
be a body of knOwl'edge of sufficient.
importance . to infringe upon their
treasured right of election, the
political and institutional heritage of
the West: world religions,. third
world 'cultures, the tyork of Plato.
Aristotle;
Chaucer,
Shakespeare. Mill, Kant.- Nietzsche,
Sartre and a myriad of other topics
that form the heart of liberal education. Gradually.. howe'ver','the
resistance gave way, and if'some
•students remain - ifidiffereni tO the
new direction of general education
at Murray, State., others find it
challenging and ex.citing.. par'
ticularly those ..
- students who view
higher echiratiati as More than mere.
career preparation.
Since the adoption of the new program. the university has received
Several invitations for faculty teams
to participate in regional and ha tional-- forums devoted to general
education reform. The university
has presented its_prograin as right,
for Murray State and has emphasts.

ed that eat.h institution must
develop its own program in accordance with its mission and needs of
its -students
The new program has also had a
poSitive _influence in less ohvrous
ways. For eXtiffire, when the
university undertook to emphasize
international education_ and
'established raculty student exchanges with .universities in Africa.
Europe. Central Artierica, "and
Austrialia; the , task was eased
because students and faculty had
developed some familiarity in the
world civilization course with the
history and culture of those areas.
In addition, the university has found
It easier to enrich courses required
of all students. Filin labs, tutorial
services
and
supplemental
materials can be:funded. for
1.500 students enrolled in a
common course. Given the limited
resources of the university, enrich--merit- would- be-'-moch more difficult
if the . same 1.500 students were
enrolled in five or to electi'courses Finally, faculty teaching in •
upper-level _course's in a student's
major know something about each
student's educational background.
Creating some predictability about
what material, at what level, can be.
introduced in a class
The new general education program at Murray State has now been
in place five. years. It has received
the consistent suppeirt of the university
administration,. and the
_ -Undergradt-are-Studies Commit-Tee
carefully guards It against dilution
Some faculty and administrators
- have recently discussed overlaying
the program with a plan currenilv.
in place at 1 4. Paul I - nivers4ty that
is designed to enhance-computation,
oral and writing skills.*
Murray State faculty. and administrators can read the' National .
Endowment's Study Groi.0.- report .
with considerable satisfactibn. If the
study. group's conclusion are correct. And the evidence is overwhehning they are. then Murray .
State must be' included in the sirnall
list of colleges and universities that..
',have • exhibited the wil4- to regain
control Of the undergraduate
curriculum

AL.
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DATEBOOK
Fish fry rescheduled

Tennt, play- Thursday
Group B of Lathes Tennis of the Murray Country Club Will play Thursday. Feb. 7. The group
will meet at 9 a.m, at the parking lot of the
Murray-Calloway County Park to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center to play tat 9:30 a.m. The following.
• wit draw for partners at courtside: Marilyn
Adkins. Cecilia Brock. Gayle Foster, Norma
Frank. Frances.Hulse. Mug Rigsby, Janie Ryan
and Becki Wilson.

Williamson decorated ,
Air Force Maj. ‘‘illia.in H. Williamson, Jr., son
oi
H. Williamson of.Rt. 4. Murray. and
.Connie Donaldson. 1721 Brookhaven. Jonesboro.
Inis been decorated with the Meritorious
Service Medal at Maxwell Air Force Base. Ala.
The medal is awarded specifically for.outstanding non-combat meritorious achievement or
servIce to...the United States. A course officer
with. -the Air Command and Staff College,
illiamson received a masters degree in 1984
from -Plattsburgh State University, N.Y-. His
wife. Betty. is the daughter of Ray and Helen COzbirn of 15o4 E Johnson. Jonesboro, Ark.

Best selling books released

The Christian Men's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church has rescheduled its fish fry for
Thursday. Feb. 7, at 6:30 p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the ehurch. Bailey Gore will be doing the
cooking. Joe Pat Cohoon of the Kentucky Nar-:-CiitiCS'Squad will show a .powelful and effective
16 mm movie, according to Mike Holton, program chairman. A discussion period will follow.

FICTION
f. 'It Tomorrow
Comes," Sidney Sheldon
2. "The Talisman,"
Stephen King & Peter
Straub
3. "The Sicilian,"
Mario Puzo
4. "The Life and Hard
Times of Heidi
Abromowitz." Joan
Rivers
5. "So Long, and
Thanks For All the
Fish," Douglas Adams
6. "Love and War,"
John Jakes
7. "Illusions of Love,"
Cynthia Freeman
8. "First Amoni
Equals," Jeffrey
Archer
9. "Dream of Orchids,''Phyllis A.
Whitney

Glass at center
The Accounting Class which began Jan. 22 at
the Murray Area Vocational School still has
openings for students, The class has only met
two times because of the snow. Sessions will be
on Monday and Thursday evenings from 6 to 9
p.m. for six weeks with Judith Ingersoll as
teacher To register for the class phone the center
at 753-1870 between the hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.in.
or be present for the class meeting on Thursday,.
Feb. 7. The registration fee is $9 and books are
$14.50. The class is a comprehensive beginning
accounting class, Students do not need prior accounting or bookkeeping experience to take the
course.

John Alark Wells horn

Introducing...

Best selling books for
the week of Feb. 3 as
released by Time
magazing were as
follows:

.

Mr. and Mrs. John Wells of Hazel are the
parents of a son. John Mark, weighing six
. inches, born on Sunday,
pounds. measuring 1912
Jan. 13. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Gaye Smith.
The father is employed with Steele and Allbritten. Grandparents are Mrs. Georgine Wells and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard,Smith, all of Murray.

A SALON
by

DENNIS R. MILLS
A master innovator in his field, DEN-

NIS offers 8 years of progressive,
de'pendabl% and professional
haircare...

OPENING FEB. 6
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

This year, ask for or give the gift that
shows how much you really care

759-4976

A DIET CENTER GIFT CERTIFICATE
430,4 AT THE LOs*dc....

THE VILLAGE
Hwr-641 N.
Featuring Sebastion Products

Start fomeone you love on the
road to a happier. healthier.
thinner lifel Eles either that or
CENTER
another box Of chocolates 1
Hwy. 641 N. 753-0020
4

FINAL
WEEK!

EalER SPEAKS — —pie worst winter storm I
can ever remember is the way Quint Guier,
right, told of the 37-inctrsnowfall that occurred
Dee. '7, 1917, at a meeting of the Kiwanis Club
held during' the recent stormy weather. Mr.
Guier discussed the problems that he encountered during the 1917 storm when he was a
teacher in a rural Henderson County School in
getting the students safely home and finally getting himself to safety after almost getting lost in
the storm. John Boltz, left, vice president of the
Murray club, is shown with Mr. Guier.

10. "The Fourth Protocol," Frederick
Forsyth
NON-FICTION
1. "Iacocca," Lee
Iacocca
'2. "Weight Watchers
Quick Start Program
Cookbook." Jean
Nidetch
3. "Loving Each
Other," Leo Buscaglia
4. "What They Don't
Teach You At Harvard
Business School," Mark
McCormack
5. "Nothing Down,"
Robert G. Allen
6. "The One Minute
Salesperson," Johnson
& Wilson
7. "Women Coming Of
Age," Jane Fonda
8. "The Bridge Across
Forever," Richard
Bach
9. "Eat To Win," Dr.
Robert Haas
16. "Pieces of My
Mind," Andrew A.
Rooney

:AM A:15

...where
reputations
are earned.

the Chamber Singers,
and is her second yeair
to be selected for the
All-State Chorus. She
has sung in the QuadState Choral Festival,
participted in KMEA
Solo and Ensemble Con-

.ILeanetta Geurin
tests and has performed
in. Yuletide Songe Feast
madrigal dinner for four
years. The daughter of
Kenneth and Peggy
Geurin, she attends the
New Concord Church of
Christ. She participates
in Cross Country and
has attended State for
two years and also runs
track, going to SubState one year.
Ashley Miller, senior,
the daughter of Rusty
and Vi Miller, has been
selected for All-State for
three years and this
year received the
highest possible score in
her try-out audition. An
alto, she has sung with
the Chamber Singers for
three years and accompanied this group to
Vienna, Austria, in 1983
for the International
Youth and Music
Festival. She has been
selected to participate

He has played leading
roles in the Yuletide
Songe Feaste madrigal
dinner, has received
superior ratings at
KMEA Solo and Ensemble Contests, and has
been selected to participate in Quad-State
Choral Festivals. He
has sung with the
Chamber Singers for
four years and attended
International Youth and
Music Festival in Vienna, Austria, with the
Singers in 1983. He also
plays trumpet with the
Ashley Miller
Calloway Band and is
in Quad-State Choral senior representative.
Festival for two years He attends Scotts Grove
and has received Baptist Church.
Eric Roberts, 17,
superior ratings at
KMEA Solo and Ensem- senior, has participated
ble Contests. She has in All-State Chorus for
performed lead roles in two years. Son of Bill
the Yuletide Songe and Ada Roberts, he has
Feaste, Christmas received superior
madrigal dinner and
has sung with the Columbia Blues, vocal jazz
group.
Kevin R. Crawford,
18, a senior, is the son of
Donald and Bernice
Crawford. A tenor, he
also was selected for the
1984 All-State Chorus.

Kevin R.Crawford.

MIIM!
Italian-Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $ 11 49

0.,,
<3,,r7-11.. a •
N
I kelA
THE DOMINATION

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

control c•nt•r 753-3314
99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
Von can f cot the. well of home for this proccs

Eric Roberts
ratings for solo and
ensemble participation
at KMEA contests and
has sung in Quad-State
Choral Festivals for two
years. He sings bass
with the Chamber
Singers and attended
the International Youth
and Music Festival in
Vienna, Austria, with
this group in 1983. He
has participated in Columbia Blues, vocal jazz
group, and has performed lead roles in Yuletide
Songe Feaste madrigal
dinner. He has been a
member of the Laker
Band for five years.
John (Scooter)
Paschall, senior, sings
bass with the Chamber
'Singers. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0.
Paschall. He has participated in Freshman
Choir and Concert
Choir. He was selected
to sing in Quad-State
Choral Festival and has
received superior
ratings at KMEA Solo
and Ensemble Contest.
He has played lead roles
- (Cont'd on page 5)

r

--All-that-glitters sale
on karat gold jewelry.

Open 10-6 Mon.-Sat.
No Bank Cards Accepted

Cooks Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
753-1606
EDDIE MURPHY
is on vacatIon
Bel Air Center

753-1795

.; visA• I
sbeslibed ist. 753-3314
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Seven local students named
Seven students from
the Calloway County
High School Chamber
Singers were selected
by audition to perform
in the 1985 Kentucky AllState Chorus.
They are Jea.netta
Geurin, Ashley Miller,
Kevin R. Crawford,
Eric Roberts, John
(Scooter) Paschall, Lisa
Gardner. and Jeff
Dowdy.
The students will
spend Feb. 6 to 9 in the
Louisville Hyatt Regency and Commonwealth
Convention Center
rehearsing with the
finest high school
singers in the state.
They will perform the
Schubert, "Mass in C
and Gaudeamus Igitur"
in conjunction with the
All-State Orchestra on
Saturday, Feb. 9, at
10:45 a.m.
The All-State Chorus
will be conducted by Dr.
William Ramsey, Stanford, Calif.
The All-State Chorus,
Orchestra and Bands
are sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Education Association and are
held in conjunction with
the KMEA Annual
Convention.
The Calloway County
High School Choirs are
under the direction of
Lavaugtui R. Wells.
A brief resume of
each Calloway student
is as follows:
.Jeanetta Geurin, 17,
senior, sings alto With
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Coining conlinUnity elTents innouncecl
Tuesday, Feb.5
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Kappa Department of
Murray Worn's Club
will ha,
. clAieetheart
banquet 7 p.m. at the
club house.
---Murray Middle School
PTO will sponsoi a
panel disci"- €4on Kentucky caotial Skills
Tests at 7 p.m. at school
auditorium.
---Murray Toastmasters
Club will meet at 6:59
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant. For informtion call Gene or Wanda
Richardson at 753-9553.
---Small Engine Repair
Class will start at 6 p.M.
at Murray Area Vocational School. For information call 753-18.7f1.
---Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information
call 762-2504.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
- -Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---January Bible Study
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
---"Metropolis" will be
shown in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray
State University as part
of International Film
Festival.
---Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family

Tuesday,Feb.5
Restaurant.
Callow- ay Band
Boosters will not meet
tonight.
---Wednesday,Feb.6
Hazel and-Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
tatizens.
---Gos
n United
Methodist Church
Women are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
---Chess Tournament for
novice players will be
from. 6 to 8 r.m. in
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Ladies bridge with
Esaie Caldwell as
hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country-Club.
- -Events at Calloway
Public Library include
Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---January Bible Study
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
---Thursday,Feb.7
Christian Men's
Fellowship of First
Christian Church will
have a fish fry at 6:30
p.m. at the church
fellowship hall.
Garden Department
of Murray exea)man's
Club w cassSet at noon
at the club house.
--Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
Accounting Class will

Rev. T.A. Thacker
retires; returns,
Calloway County
Dr. T.A. Thacker
retired from the active
pastorate on Jan. 1,
1985. At the time of his
retirement, he was
pastor of Hurricane
Baptist Church in Trigg
County.
Thacker is a graduate
of Union University,
Jackson, Tenn., and
holds the Doctor of
Ministry degree from
Southern Baptist
Seminary, Louisville.
He was pastor of
Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray, from
September 1957 through
April 1968. With his
leadership the church
constructed their educational building in 1958.
Active in the civic and
reIlgiba life of Murray,
he was made an,
Honorary Citizen of
Murray by Mayor

Holmes Ellis in 1968
when he took a
pastorate in Louisville.
In addition to pastoring six churches since
his ordination in 1949
Thacker has authored
Sunday School lessons
for the Baptist Sunday
School Board, prepared
a manual, A Guide for
Writing Research
Papers, for Boyce Bible
School of Southern
Seminary and was a
professor of the poyce
Bible School for five
years.

Thursday,Feb.7
Thursday, Feb.7
meet at 6 p.m. at Mur---ray Area Vocational
Xi Alpha Delta
School. For information Chapter of Beta Sigma
call 753-1870.
Phi is scheduled to meet
---at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
"Potemkin" will be Center.
shown at 12:30 p.m. in
Room 208, Faculty Hall,
Preceptor Omicron
Murray State Universi- Chapter of Beta Sigma
ty, as part of Interna- Phi is scheduled to meet
tional Film Festival.
at 7:30 p.m. at Com---merce Centre.
Murray Civitan Club
---will observe Clergy ApSenior Citizens acpreciation Night at 7 tivities will be from
10
p.m. at Homeplace a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Family Restaurant.
and Douglas Centers
---and from 10 a.m. to 3
Purchase Area p.m. at Ellis Center.
Spouse Abuse Center
' ---will sponor a training
Knights of Columbus
session at 9 a.m. for law is scheduled to meet
at 7
enforcement and court pin. at Gleason Hall.
personnel and at 1 p.m.
for Department for
Social Service Staff,
both at Broadway
United Methodist
Church, Paducah.
--Small Engine Repair
Following is an acClass will be at 6 p.m. at
Murray Area Voca- count of the big snow in
tional School. For infor- 1918 as given by Mrs.
J.P. (May Belle)
mation call 753-1870.
Glasgow, 305 North 17th
---"T h e Night of St., Murray.
---January the 16th- by
Grace's Leveller
Community Theatre is
and the Big
scheduled to open at 8
Snow of 1918
p.m. at Mturay
'Grace Morris was
Woman's Club House.
For information call sthe baby in a large family and badly spoiled.
759-1752.
But I liked her for a
---"Bio-Ethics Forum on friend. We were in our
theme, "To Pull the second year in high
Plug," will be at 7 p.m. school.
"Christmas was a few
in Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray weeks away and 011ie
Morris, her oldest
State University.
brother, had promised
---Recreational Vehicle to take her to Mayfield,
Show, sponsored by about 20 miles away,
area dealers, will begin and let her pick out a
at 10 a.m. in Livestock leveller as a present. I
and Exposition Center. was invited to go along.
"011ie had a Ford car
Admission is free.
with button-on side cur---Mothers Day Out will tains and a loud horn.
be at 9 a.m. at First The day was gray and
with spits of snow. We
Baptist Church.
had bought things and
---The Single Connection were about ready to
will meet at 7 p.m. in start back to Water
third floor classroom, Valley. It started snowEducation Building, ing in earnest when we
First United Methodist were not far on our way.
FtDrPnri fseter: bigChurch.
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Students.

John Paschall
in the Yuletide Songe
Feaste Madrigal Dinner. He also enjoys

(Cont'd from page 4)

sports, playing guitar.
break dancing and singing in the church choir.
Lisa Gardner. senior.'
is the daughter of Ronny
Gardner and Penny
Underhill. A soprano
she has participated in
All-State Chorus for
three years. She is a
member of the First
AsseMbly of God
Church Choir. She has
been a member of the
Chamber Singers, Concert Choir and
Freshman Choir. Lisa
has sung with the Columbia Blues vocal jazz
group and has perform:
ed numerous lead roles
in Yuletide Songe Feast
madrigal dinner.' She

Snow, 1918 recalled

has received superior
ratings at KMEA Solo
and Ensemble Contests
and has participted in
Quad -State Choral
Festival and First
District Chorus, She

^a

4.

-

Lisa Gardner
also accompanied the
Chamber Singers to
Vienna, Austria, for the
International Youth and
Music Festival.
Jeff Dowdy, (1 7 ,
Junior, is the son 'of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Dowdy. A
bass with the Chamber

Jeff Dowdy
Singers, he has participated in All-State
Chorus for litro years.
He has' participted in
KMEA Bolo and Ensemble Contest". Quad-State
Chrous and All-District
Band. Jeff has perform- ed leading roles in
Yuletide Songe ,Feaste
madrigal dinner, has
sung with Columbia
Blues, vocal jazz group,
. and is a member of the
Laker Marching and
Concert Bands.

ger and bigger flakes. country died, a wagon
The ruts in the road and team was driven to
began to fill. I'd never town to get a coffin. Sitseen- such- a--swirling--- _ting on.top as they left
town was Grace, wearmassof flakes.
'011ie hadn't too ing her lavalier."
much practice in driving, either. All at once'we found ourselves
sliding bacliadprd down
theditch
yawned to catch two,of
the car wheels. Out we
all piled to see 'What
could be done. Not
(Sponsored by the Sigma Dept.
much.
"Almost at the same
of the Murray Woman's Club)
•
moment -we heard the
whistle of the local train
- next . stop Water
Valley. 'Run for it,
girls,' shouted 011ie.
And we did!
4
"By the next day that
Proceeds from the brunch will
train didn't, come 4
donated to Needline
through at all. Next
morning when I started
These tickets are available
out to bring in a scuttle
of coal for the fire, I
by contacting any Sigma
stepped from the porch
4*'
member at the door that day
into snow to my knees.
We saw the ground
or by calling 753-5679from 10
•
4 44
again in March.
a.m.
to 5 p.m.
"My friend Grace ,f4.(
stayed with me almost a 4*.
4
•
4
week. When someone
•
near her home in the

•
•

SWEETHEART
CHARITY BRUNCH

•

•

44
'
4

4

Saturday, February 9
10:30-130 at Pa,gliai's
Tickets $3.50 per person

4

be

9'4)

61R.AV OWLS
. .
Great gray - oWls hunt as 'efficiently by day as
by night. Partly because feathers surrounding
each eye function hke,a dist
'
. antenna. directingsound to the ears. Using this combination of
senses, the owls can pinpoint their prey with
. deadly accuracy.
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ATTENTION

Mae Umar, brideelect of Eli Alexander has selected
their housewares
with us.
Mae and Eli will be
married May 25.

Dr. Thacker and his
wife, Caroline, are making their home on Kentucky Lake in Calloway
County. He began a
ministry as interim
pastor with Cherry Corner Baptist Church on
Jan. 6.

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure,Inc. has purchased Murray Rental's Lawn & Garden Products
and Parts. All Season's Lawn & Leisure is now
open at 205 N. 4th across from Calloway
Lumber Co.
All Seasons will be owned & operated by Rick
Burgess and Delbert Newsome will be Assistant
Manager.They will give you the same great service
you received from Murray Rental.
k
Murray Rental will be able to better serve all your
rental needs. & expand their rental equipment.
All Seasons Lawn & Leisure will sell & service John
Deere Lawn & Garden Tractors, Snapper Riders &
Lawn Mowers & Tillers, Echo Chainsaivs, Trimmers,
Blowers, and much more.

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th St.

MURRAY

RENTAVSALES

CENTER
200 E. Main

voisollommelwir11""'"_71..
0_k

753-8201

:Across from Calloway Lumber Co.)
Murray, Ky.
753-4110
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Kentucky News In Brief
SUMMIT. Ky. i AP - Zachariah Tinioth
-Bradley, whose. birth was five nionths ahead,of schedule, has defied the odds against his survival and has been released into the care An his_
_
• - - parentS.
The son of Bill and Wanda Bradley of Summit
weighed just 20 ounces and was shorter than 12
inches when -delivered July 27 at CabellHuntington Htispital in" Huntington, W.Va.
"His head was no bigger than a pool ball. -His-.
skin was so thin you could see the blood running
through his body." hiS father recalled in a recent
interview.
.
.
Doctors said at the time that Zachariah had only a 1 percent or 2 percent. chance for survival.
Bradley said. Even after six weeks his chances
remained slim because he suffered from a heart
problem.
He has at least temporarily overcome 'the
heart murmur. however, and was released from
the hospital's neo-natal care unit Jan 2S,

weighing a "husky" 5 pounds 12 ounces, Bradley
said.
.
Zachariah continues to receive oxygen supplements-and his parents 14:instantly monitor his
li-eaFibeat and breathing...
".1 know there have been thousands of people
praying for Zachariab" Bradley'said. "Their
Prayers. ow prayers:have been answered;'
---L-EX1NGTON. Ky. AP -..A University of
Kentucky profei-s-r
o is helping 'organize an institute for studies in American agriculture and
rural life at Warsaw Agricultural Uniersity in
Poland.
• John Redman. a Fulbright scholar to Poland M
1965, is asking American associates to donate
texts and scientific journals that could be used in
the institute's library."My goal now is to secure
and ship 100.000 volumes to the university." he
said.
Redman began exploring the possibility of the

Poles establishing an institute ,aftek a 1983 trip.:
The reinstatement was ordered Friday by the
"I noticed on my last visit that they were eager
state Court of Appeals, which said Henry
Carlito hear all they, could atiout America and our way
sle was improperly dismissed in June
1982
of life," he said.
_
because he was denied a hearing.
-- - The appellate court returned the case to
WarLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP - The Lexington
ren Circuit Court for a ruling on whether
Carlisle
Cemetery is donating records dating to the founshould receive 'back pay. Carlisle was earning
ding of the cemetery in 1849 to the University of
$43.791 a year when he was fired.
Kentucky Margaset I. King Library. _
,
. 'Lawyer David Broderick, who represents
the
The collection includes minutes from board -15f - Utilities board, said the
directors could let the
director meetings, financial ledgers and lists of
ruling stand, seek a rehearing before the ap:'
people buried in the cemetery.
pellate court, or file an appeal of the decision
Henry Clay and other famous Kentuckians are
with the state SupremeCourt.
buried at the cemetery, which is on the west side
Carlisle was dismissed for inefficiency,
of dbwntown Lexington.
malfeasance and mismanagement. Eddie Beck
was hired to replace him on July 11, 1984.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. AP I - Directors of
the Bowling Green Municipal Utilities board will
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP I 7 Attorney General
meet Wednesday to decide how to- respond to a
David Armstrong says he will ask the Supreme
court ruling that orders them to reinstate a
Court to review a ruling that his office cannot
former general manager.
prosecute Treasurer Frances Jones Mills.
- At issue is a statute'that requires the attorney
DENTAL HEALTH MONTH PROCLAIMED - Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
.general to investigate and prosecute cases inand Calloway County JudgeExecutive George Weaks officially sign into
volving theft from the state treasury that occur
observance, National Children's Dental Health Month, while the two exin Franklin County.
. ecutive officers are flanked by Murray dentist Or. William Pasco and his
The Court of Appealt last week ruled that the
dental assistant, Etaine Elder. Activities scheduled in conjunction with the
statute was unconstitutional because it was
observance include poster contests in local elementary schools with prizes
special legislation alined at a single coUnty.
to be awarded.
Mrs. Mills was indicted on 10 felony charges
.0"
and 15 misdemeanors stemming from an alleged
scheme to force state employees to perform
campaign-related tasks on state time in her 1983
race for treasurer.
Seven of her current or former employees also
were charged.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
---NEWPORT, Ky. (API- Campbell County
police are trying to determine where and why soindustrial Average
Jerrico
+% meone fatally shot a Bellevue man
whose body
Air Products
491 4 +.4
Johnsod & _Johnson
38 unc was found
Saturday night near a raijroad yard in
Apple Computer
29% +%
Kmart
40% -% a
rural area.
_
_
American Telephone
21 +/
1
4
Mary Kay OHM.
41% -1/s
Pace identified the victim as Richard P.
Briggs & Stratton
303/4 urn
4 -1
• J.C. Penney
481/
/
4 Campbell, 23. The results
of an autopsy perform38%
Chrysler
Penwalt
33/
3
4 -1
/
2
ed Sunday showed that Campbell was shot twice
26144 +1/8
Dollar Gen. Store
Quaker Oats
37/
1
4 utic
in the heart with a .38-caliber weapon, Campbell
ya
531/8
Dupont
Sears
351
/
4 -3/8 County Coroner Dr.
red Stine said.
Ford
477/8 -/
Stuart Hall
1
4
no trade
-Police-Wave made'ho arrests.
G.A.F.
-29%
%
Texaco
34/
3
4 Three youths discovered his body along a
General Motors
813
/
8
4 -7/
Time Inc.
48% unc
driveway leading to the railroad Yard in an
GenCorp, Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
38/
1
2 +
- 36 +I'/,
isolated area of the northern Kentucky county,
Goodrich
Wal-Mart
293/s -1
45% %
/
4
police said.
-1/4
Goodyear
28% unc
Wendy's
161/4
Home Health Care
111
/
4 + 1/4
A.L. Williams
8% unc
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.(AP)- Northern
I.B.M
137% unc
C.E.F. Yield
7.94
Kentucky University has offered full, four-year
sCholarships to the two children of Newport
police officer Anthony Jansen. who was acciden, tally killed by a fellow officer Dec. 30.
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
Leon-E. Boothe. university president, offered
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
the scholarships for Melissa, 3, and Anthony Jr.-,
6 months, in a letter•of condolence he sent to
Karen Jansen, the officer's widow. Boothe's letter was dated Jan. 27.
University officials were not expecting an immediate response from Jansen's family and_had
not received one by Monday, university
spokesman Dave Phillips said.
Boothe said told Mrs. Jansen that in "recognition of the ccincerris for the future that I know are
.faciiig you, as well as a memorial to your bus
-band, Northern Kentucky University Is awarding to your two children,,Melissa and Anthony,
full four-year. tuition scholarships should they
choose to enroll as uridergra:duate students at
this university upon completion of their high
2 Door, Hardtop, Tilt, Stereo, Air
school education."
Newport police said Jansen, 25, was accidentally
shot by a fellow officer while they were ip2 Door, Hardtop, Power Steering,
vestigating a report of a man with a gun In a
4 Speed, 6 Cylinder
neighborhood.
---Loaded with Equipment
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP - Most of Kentucky's counties had higher unemployment rates
in December, reflecting a, statewide increase in
Blue, 4 Speed, 6 Cylinder
joblessness, according to the Cabinet for Human
Resources.
The statewide rate, which was announced
Auto. Transmission, Air, Tilt, Stereo
earlier::, showed that the unemployment rate in
DecembeFrose to 9.1 percent from 8.9 percent in
November.
Higher rates were reported in 71 counties during December. Another 46 counties reported
lower rates while three counties were unchanged. the cabinet reported Monday.
Also, there were 68 counties with unemployment rates of 10 percent or higher in December
compared to 59 in November.
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

BIG BIG
SAVINGS
8.5% FINANCING
IN 1985 ON ALL

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

SNOW SALE STILL
IN EFFECT
ON ALL 4x4's

-YrJUL
,

41Plamoo
ENCORE, ALLIANCE,
& CONVERTIBLES
This Offer Good Through Feb. 28, 1985
Hurry On Down And Get That New
Car You Have Been Waiting For

CAIN'S AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
North 641 Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6448

1985 CJ-7 Renegade

LIST
S12,827

1985 CJ-7

1985 Cherokee-Pioneer
1985 Cherokee

1985 Eagle Wagon

Highway 641 North
Murray, Ky.
753-6448

.
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All Kelvinator
Food Freezers
Have Been
Engineered
And Built
To Provide
The Most
Efficient Operation
With The
Greatest Possible
Energy Saving

Model CFS83RM
•L'omoa,
ono,. 35•ci 3 cu.. tt.. tata: capac,it,

Low $65 Per Month On Our
As,
Commercial Lease•

•Textur.ed stri,
•
nglioaded hinge!,
0:_drge storage basket
f•Adiust-abie cod contro

•
•Disk SCRIPSIT Lets You
•Easy Editing Features
Prepare Correction-Free
mi "Letter-Perfect" DWP-210
Memos, Letters and Reports
Daisy Wheel Printer
•Self-Contained, 2-Disk
•Ready-to-Use System Only
Model 4 Desktw Computer
$1799(Reg. Sep. Items $2036.95)

•Factory.Trained Service ,DePT
•\,Ne StOCK AIF Tne Parts,
Needed For Pcva‘r

Steele & Allbritten

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer

TANOY CORPORATION

leadmaillisek

^
10•11•41
0
0.7
1
..17KIP•TIOOG •CI
,
CCIDWCIt 3,01113

2

8
111-

44 'v=
4a7

•

HANGING RAILS
INCLUDED

Handy
STORAGE BINS

Add and sack clesKin b.rs sel makes handy
- storage for home and workshop ports tar
?roars& hon
.
:h.:ye Includes two rah for odcloonol sets Each bm
3 hges
4'

688

(08.210N)
2,947

Includes
41 Akre-Bins

Mal
11109•31111
I.A1T1

TOILET SEAT
Fos regular bowls Durable onyl oye4 hogh
densoy ,xethone foam seal Easy to clean
FULL PADOING
ON SLAT sod COVER
trsludes color mooched bumpers and chal
on hosges Aea.lable on sob ciscoraior colors ( I 30 COD 34 33 71 24e Orr)
45226 7

pic..311.

9 30 ,

EACH

A:Kitehea FAUCET

co,,,,c,,n

'Plus applicable usextaalas tax Sylkleign tnciudsa 26-1069,1596/1267/1 401
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CAINS AMC JEEP

[lathe c(74
c 11IPUTER
Mae* T
ENTERS
SAVE $23795 ON A COMPLETE
WORD PROCESSOR

CHECK YOUR PWONE BOOK FOR THE Psarioirssraeo

Ho
an(

$10,163
$16,843
$11,398
$13,882

209 S. 3rd
753-5341
Your Kelvinator Dealer

STORE COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU

PFPCB APPLY AT RADIO SMACK COMPUTER CENTERS AND PARTICATING STORE S AND Of A, f

bee, washer's's, 2.
handle chrome finrsh faucet Easy
Less Wray aeachnsent.

Bathroom FAUCET
chrome f onosn faxie
An+ soh, flow aerator & Smoke col
0.-ed oyssot lee decorator handles
Aeroct.‘re

Murray Supply
Company
208-E. Main i•

Murray

753-3361

•
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

The newest fitness fad: home gyms

By ANDY LANG
Ap Newsteatures
No matter how skilled
you are as a do.ityourselfer, you must be
very wary about doing
electrical work. Not only is electricity
dangerous if you do not
know what you are doing, but working with it
is often forbidden by
local or national codes.
The No. 1 rule,
therefore, in contemplating an electrical
installation or repair is
whether it is permitted'
by law. If you ignore
that rule, you may void
your home insurance or
you may start a fire or
you may be injured or
killed.
What you should do,
whether or not you plan
any electrical work, is
to know something
about it; most especially, something about the
safety measures
necessary to keep you
out of,trouble. Here are
some things to
remember to keep you
from getting a shock:,
Before you begin
working on any electrical line, be sure to
halt the flow of electricity going through it. This
means removing the
fuse that controls that
circuit or, if your house
has circuit breakers,
pushing the breaker to
the "'off" position.
There are two ways to
do this. One is to kill the
electricity to the line

you are planning to
work on. The other is
kill the electricity to the
entire house. Shut off
the electricity to the
whole house if you have
any doubt as to which
fuse or breaker controls
which line. Better yet,
get a voltage tester you
can use just before you
start the electrical
repair. It will tell you
whether that particular
line is alive or what is
called "hot." A double
precaution is to tape a
note to the fuse or circuit box warning
anybody else in the
house not to replace the
fuse or reset the
breaker.
No matter *what you
are doing, even removing a fuse or,shutting off
a circuit breaker, never
stand on a damp floor. If
necessary, stand on a
dry wooden board.
Do not use an
aluminum ladder,
especially near entrance wires.
Don't touch anything
that can be a ground for
electricity, such as a
water or gas pipe.
See that everyone in
the house knows how to
pull a plug from an
outlet. It is done by pulling outward on the plug,
not by holding on to the
wire and tugging.
If you see any damage
to an electric cord or
plug, remove it from the
outlet and replace or
repair it. Don't plan to

How to paint a patio gray,
and stain pine with tobacco

allasetsottow
„ —

•

bottle along with a pint
of ammonia. Forget
about it for 10 days, then
take it outside, remove
the cover and let the
ammonia fumes escape.
As I understand it, it is
ready to use in a few
hours, but the liquid
must be strained
through cheesecloth or
something similar to get
rid of any tobacco particles.

For all your Tavel Reservations Coll

I4 #1-11MTIEN FI1K•111l_111.141

50%

Off
Merillatt
,In Stock - Buy Now!

Starting At

$495 t
Over 50 Styles
In Stock

Storm Doors
$4988
161 Aluminum

Lattice
Panels
$695

(1 usasa.C.we

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
11:00 til 4:00

FOYER
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FLOOR PLAN
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AMONG THE FEATURES OF THIS HOUSE are tit,sc. th.4; ,as...energ
%
siia as m'ore-than-usual- insulation and a heat-circulating fireplace The
lis ing room has.a front bay window and it.combines with the dining
form a fong•spare.--Plan-4A+29614 has 1.067 sqUare•feet on the t:r-:
t.•
and 843 on the second. For more information Val!.
enclosing-a
self-addressed envelope -- it Homes for Livirig. 111: ;, Q71pens Elks:
Hills. N Y I 1,37)
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Rickman
A=07
Norsworthy
Murray

7534450

FREE PLANS
FOR

e"'

Contractors
\
,
• , and
q
Builders
/A
Call Steve
/ (Atfibil
at
759-4026
-__7Pr
ill
-4
/..4.-- -11
Let us
--i-t, _-_-----,-=-,=
Make You
----,:--,-.
__
--_,,
Money!
7,--,-1-,
_----,
Ca ll Now.
ft'
-i#
fl

2 CAR GARAGE 24'x24' — $2,064.00
1 1/2 CAR GARAGE 14'x22' —$1,391.00
12'x12' STORAGE BUILDING —$741.00

Andersen
Windows

Flue Caps

Kitchen
Faucet

$ 1999

9495

8"x8"
No. 100-04

With Purchase of Package
•

25%

Off
Buy Now For Spring

Water
ElOater
$9995
30 Gal. Electric

Tub
Wall Kit
$3899
Buy Now & Save

Washerless

7594026

up

•

wrespnting

BUILDING CENTERS

No. 174046

CAR
GARAGE
2O4". 200

American and International Travettime

44,TREAS

2'xEr

TWO

Stony Hours: 7 to 5 Mon.-Fri. 7-2 Sat.

759-4026

Paneling

DINING PM
134% 11'2"

LIVING PM
134. 17.6

SOO S. 4th

Kirsch
Mini-Blinds
Off
50%"
All Colors

fi's\TREAStams'

331114/ 0110 0211112-9gOtr-6SL MU 110/ 11V

Kitchen
Cabinets-

FAMILY
PM
18 10 • 11 2

LUMBER COMPANY,INC.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR PRICE
S

%

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I soon will be
putting down a concrete
patio at the rear if my
house. I have worked
with concrete before,
but this time I want to
try something I have
never done. I want to
make the concrete a
grayish color. I have
heard there are several
ways concrete can be
colored. I also have
heard that sometimes
the result is not as good
as expected. Am I correct on both counts and
is there some special
way I can avoid any
trouble?
A. — Everything you
have heard is correct.
But you should not have
a problem because you
have chosen gray as the
color of the concrete. All
you have to do is to be
sure you purchase the
kind of portland cement
for your mixture which
will produce a gray color. Usually it is marked
"gray," but to be sure,
confirm it with your
dealer.' Sometimes, if
you do not check the
writing on the bag or
ask, you will get a white
portland cement and
sometimes the gray. If
you want the concrete to
come out white or you
intend to add a mineral
oxide pigment to give it
a color, you need the
white portland cement.
Q. — My grandfather
used to tell me about
getting an especially
good stain on pine wood
with tobacco. -I have
some staining to do on
pine. and- I have been
wondering about what
he told me. Have you
ever heard about a
tobacco stain?
A. — Yes, but never
having tried it, I can only tell you what I know
without making any
recommendation. A
plug of chewing tobacco
Is placed irr-frmiezquart

fix it later. If yoy can't
do it right away, get the
cord and whatever it is
connected to out of sight
so no one can plug it in
again.
Do not use a radio or
any other electric appliance in the bathroom
Or near a sink or tub or
wherever there is
water.
When a fuse blows or
a circuit breaker trips,
it is usually because
there is too much power
being drawn from one
circuit. Whatever the
reason, you have to
replace the fuse or reset
the breaker. These are
things you should practice (replacing and
resetting) when there is
no electrical trouble.
Once you have corrected the condition that
caused the trouble, you
have no problem with
the breaker, whiclr
merely has to be moved
to the "on" position.
With a fuse, however,
you need a new one that
Is no larger in amperage
than the one it is replacing. If it was a 15-amp
fuse, replace it with a
15-amp fuse. Using a
larger one will rob your
circuit of the overload
protection it needs. Providing a temporary
solution by replacing
the fuse with something
similar, such as a penny, is an invitation to
real trouble because
then you will have no
protection at all.
In most do-it-yourself
projects, you can learn
by trial and error. With
electrical work, though,
trial and error methods
are dangerous. Have
somebody show you how
if you are sure he knows
how. It wouldn't hurt to
spend a few hours a
week at an adult education class to find out how
electricity works in your
house.
(For a copy of Andy
Lang's handbook,
"Practical Home
Repairs," send $2 to this
newspaper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
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Storage Shed
12 • 2
Other Size Garages,

Storage Buildings, and Decks Available.
Optional Features Available.
No Concrete Figured

DO IT YOURSELF OR WE'LL HELP YOU
FIND A QUALIFIED CONTRACTOR
INSULATION BOARD
,

FOIL ONE SIDE

/
3
4"-4x8

$4.89 WAFER BOARD

$4.59

BROWN BOARD
1/2"-4x9

$3.99

1/4"-4x8

CASH & U-HAUL •WHILE SUPPLY LAST •SALE ENDS 2-16-85

THINKING ABOUT BUILDING?
BORROW OUR
"HOME DESIGN PLAN BOOKS"

11

One Brack South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

PICK A PLAN
WE'LL HELP YOU DO THE REST

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR PRICES

slez Car G•nna *An
Storage Area -'41 vi 22

dOH

Be wary of doing electrical work
and make sure your project is legal

Tech Fitness." The book
Most floors will supdescribes and rates dif- port the weight of any
ferent kinds of equip- machine you are likely
ment and provides exer- to buy.
cise reutines geared to
If possible, select a
different age groups and flatweave carpet for the
fitness goals.
floor. Thick carpets and
According to Netter, padding should be
who has been setting up avoided because
the
home gyms in Califor- equipment is likely to
nia for about 10 years, make dents that will
not
as little as $250 will get disappear when you
someone started with an rearrange the room.
exercise mat, a jump Avoid slippery floors
rope, some free weights and wood floors that
and a chinning bar. could splinter if
you
However, expect to pay plan to do any floor
ex$500 or more to acquire ercises, he said.
a more complete set of
If you are doing floor
equipment, including an exercises or working out
aerobic exercise with weights, a mirror
machine such as a sta- Is necessary so you can
tionary bike, a rowing make sure you are doing
machine and a pulse the exercise properly.
monitoring device.
Ideally, mirror one wall
Some of Netter's in the home fitness
clients have spent center. At least, opt for
thousands of dollars on a full length mirror at
home fitness centers least 24 inches wide, he
that rival the facilities suggested.
of a health coub. His
Though good for body
own well-stocked home and spirit, exercise is
gym is in a room that repetitive and can
measures 12 by 18 feet.
become boring. That's
A space no larger than why Netter suggests
3 feet by 6-feet can ac- providing for home
commodate a rowing entertainment. A permachine or bike and a sonal stereo cassette
floor mat, and a chinn- player with earphones is
ing bar. Areas in the excellent. The music
home which are popular can energize the exerfor home fitness centers cise without disturbing
Include a basement the rest of the family.
recreation room, a part Reading racks can be
of the master bedroom, purchased to attach to a
a guest room or sewing stationary bicycle and
room or, at a pinch, part for the ultimate in luxof the living room or din- ury a television and
ing room. Portable videocassette" recorder
screens can be used to are excellent.
hide the equipment_
Netter advises careful
If at all possible, Net- consideration before
ter suggests choosing a purchasing any exercise
location where the equipment. Consider
equipment can remain your goals, who and how
•
set up and ready for use. many will be using the
Having to pull it out of a equipment. Make sure
closet or from under the you understand how to
bed each time sets up use the equipment. Used
barriers to frequent use. improperly, exercise
A smaller space that equipment can lead to
can be left as-is is serious injuries, he said.
preferable to a larger
Netter said his own
space you have to rear- home gym included a
range each time, he stationary bike, a.rimsays.
ing machine and treadOther factors to con- mill which he had built
sider when locating a into the floor, gravity
home gym include good boots and a variety o
ventilation and access free weights. His exer
to nearby electric cise routine includes a
outlets for equipment least three hour-and-a
that runs on eletricity.
half sessions a week.

Avaanw

be part status symbol
and part convenience.
The advantages of a
home fitness center
over one found in a local
health club include convenience and efficiency.
Having a home gym
means never having to
stand in line to use a
popular piece of equipment, says Patrick Netter. author of "High-

SIJ

By BARBARA MAYER physical fitness boom.
AP Newsfeatures
But this may be one of
First came running the fastest growing
shoes, cute jogging out- segments of the market.
fits and marathon races According to the Nathrough the centers of tional Sporting Goods
cities. Then it was free Association, Americans
weights and a run on spent $960 million in 1983
heal.th club and were expected to inmemberships.
crease it to $1.2 billion in
Now there is the home 1984 for home gym
gym, the most recent equipment.
development in the
The craze appears to
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Martin heroics lead Racers
to 69-67 triumph over WKU
By JIM RECTOR
there at the end and I
Sports Editor
happened to be at the
Take a V. Add a Z. right place at the right
Throw in a last shot by time," Martin said.
Martin and the
Willie and mix it all in
Murray's Mini - Racers almost waited
too long to pull off the
double-D.
win. Greene tried to call
Waddya got? .
A 69-67 Murray State timeout with :16 recliffhanger victory over maining, changed his
vistting -Western Ken- mind 4when he saw
tucky. Or, in -other Willie Hollan a
worbs, a typical maneuver for the last
Murray -Western shot. then watched in
tnatchup.
•
•
horror as the officials
, Monday's collegiate disallowed Holland's
basketball encounter 20-footer with :10 left
had all the ingredients and awarded the Racers
- of the typical regional a timeout.
clash which has weaned
"I usually don't call
western Kentuckians on timeout in those situadose games since Mur- Hons. I just let one of our
ray and Western first guys shoot," Greene exstarted pounding the plained. "I just had that
hardwood together back gut feeling that time,
in 1931-32. The 130th col- then I changed my mind
lision of the two schools and quit trying to call it.
was no exception.

for a:
What
that it
of tho
Georg
m a
Th
thorou
Clevel
"WE
people

'The fans the, tsere definitely
the difference in the hallgame.
been coming here 21 years
its been like this for 21 sears.••
K I Coach Clem

even notice (Johnson).
Then, the guys all
reminded me to fo
through' on my tree
throw and I stepped up
there and put it in."
- Martin spent most of
the game on the bench
watching reserves
Owen Bronston and Curtis Piavis play a heckuva
backup role and he Said
the hardest thing about
the game was- was
holding himself in check
on the sidelines.
"I wanted to get up
and pace-, but all-I-could
do was sit there and
watch and blow on my
hands to keep them
dry," Martin said.
ada Nlartin
Martin's anticipation
was unnecessary as his
As it was, we got a se- teammates Zedric
Macklin, Mike Lahm
cond chance ...
"And I guess and Craig Talley were
somebody up there likes busy scoring in double
figures to keep the final
us." he added.
The second chance margin within grasp.
caine•when Holland got
Zedric 'Z' as in- Zeke
the ball on the inbounds as in Mack-the-Knife
pass from Mike Lahm, Macklin had a 16-point
put up a 15-fopter, it night - high- for the
bounced off the side rim Racers, second only to
directly to Martin wheIPPKennard Johnson's 18
put it back in under a for the game - and kept
slashing hack from Kan;
nard Johnson. The 6-9
sophomore forward had
been the Hilltoppers'
- workhorse until that
point.
"It was a clean twohanded tap-in," Martin
remembered.
"I didn't
_

happeqed to be at the right
plaec:afthe right time.
The V. as in Vada. as
In Martin was responsible for a two-handed
put-back with :05 on the
clock to put Murray
ahead 68-67. He then
canned the boaus free
throw off, the four that
benched. Western _star
Kennard Johnson.
Martin. The V, who
had been sidelined most
of the game because of
impending foul trouble.
-stepped in for 15
minutes, including the
last 1:02. and promptly
made himself a hero.
"Coach (Ron) Greene
sent me in there mostly
for defense, but he told
us to crash the boards

WinCy

trig ft
probe
fixing
and ys
clean

cutting the WKU lead
down td a managable
size for the Ftacer)s.
Macklin roll
10'
of"lpeW, after intermission from a variety
of locations. Each of his
five contributions in the
second half trimmed the
Western lead to four
points or less, twice narrowing it to two.
Macklin was perfect
on four free throws - indicative of the Racers'
15 of 16 accuracy for the
game.
Missed free throws
were the Hilltoppers'
downfall, WKU coach
Clem Haskins admitted
later, and the difference
was probably related to
the full house crowd that
taunted the 'Topper
CLOSE WATCH - Murray State defender Chuck Glass (left)
takes a -swing at a Kannard Johnson
shooters with catcalls of
pass as the Western Kentucky forward dishes off to a
teammate during action in Monday's game.
"Air ball, air ball, air
Johnson led all scorers with-18, but Glass and his Racer squad
came away with a 69-67 victory in Racer
hall," on several
Arena.
occasions.
Staff photo by .1i tti Rectoy
The 'Toppers missed
11 of 22 set shots for a
VI. REP:TU(14V (117) - I) the crowd.to get to them
dismal 50 percent rate.
"If Lousiana State has out and ride that Racer Johnson
6-11 3-5 15. Ballenger 6-9 0-1
"I'm sure the noise some." Then he admit- the original Deaf Dome, Wave 'round and 'round 12. C Martin 0-1 1-2 I. K Johnson
had some affect,'' ted in another state- then we've got the mini- the arena like an amuse- 1.102-4 18. Frank 2 6 0.1 4. McNary
15,3-45. Gordon.0-0 0-00. Fish 0-3 0-0
Haskins said. "Our kids ment, "The crowd, the Deaf Dome -here at ment ride."
0, Tisdale 0-1 0-00. Asberry 5-8 2-5 12
Murray fans will have Totals 28.51 11-2267
are human and I'm sure fans - they were MSU," Greene said of
MERRA V ST.(110) - Glass 4-8 0-0
they might have allowed definitely the difference the capacity crowd of their next opportunity to N. V. Martin 2.8 3-3
7. Lahm4-86-6 14,
In the ballgame. I've 5,550 in Racer Arena. "I ride the Racer Wave on -Macklin 6-164-4 16. Talley 4-11 2-210,
Scott 0-1 0-0 0, Holland 2-5 0:0 4, Boyd
been coming here to think Racer Arena is as Wednesday when MSU 0-0 0-00, Bionsion
4-7 0-0 A. Davis 1-2
play and coach for 21 noisy as any place in hosts Austin Peay in a 0-1 2 Totals 27-63 151669
Halftime
W
Kentucky
34. Muryears now and it's been America When they men's and women's
ray St. 32. Fouled out - K Johnion;
like this for 21 years."
want it to be. I just enjoy doubleheader postponed Glass Rebounds - a Kentucky 30
Johnson. K Johnson, Asberry,
Greene, too, credited our fans and this team from Saturday because
51. Murray. St. .39 iBronsion•
his "mini-Deaf Dome" deserves this kind of • of inclement weather. Assists - - W Kentucky 8,
IS
for the visitors' erratic support. I
especially The women play at 5 4Ballenger 6 o:Murray St 14 I Boyd
1. Total fouls - W Kentucky 20,
Ron Greene
aim.
like for people to come p.m.,. the men at 7:30.
%Wray St .26. A - 5.550
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••... Racer Arena is as noisy
as an place in America
yshen they ;sant it to be.

JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The rivalry between Murr'ay. State and Western
Kentucky is one of the oldest in the state of kerntucky, dating back to the 1931-32 season.
That first game set the standards that MUWKU teams have emulated for the past halfcentury. That first meeting"was a home victory
for Murray by the knucklebiting score of 26-24.
Since then the Hilltoppers have taken a commanding 88-42 lead in the series despite the
Racers' ability to win the last two meetings at
home.63-60 (Jan. 30, 1982) and 69-67 on Monday
night.
Western is one of the few opponents to fashion a
winning record in Racer Arena. In 28 meetings
the 'Toppers are 15-13 while in all games played
in Murray. the 'Toppers lead 28-25. On neutral
courts the 'Toppers have a 9-8 advantage while in
FS.%

The Series:
MSU-WKE rivalry
resumes with gusto

Bowling Green WKU leads the series by a whopping 51-9 margin.
The series is the longest in WKU history with the exception of games against Eastern Kentucky. Until the 1981-82 season when the 'Toppers
left the Ohio Valley Conference for the Sun Belt,
the MSU-WKU rivalry game had been played for
51 consecutive seasons.
Monday's resumption of the rivalry after a
three-year hiatus had all the makings of a classic
MSU-WKU clash. A full house crowd at Racer
Arena witnessed the Racers (now 17-3) against
the 'Toppers (now 11-10). Both teams were coming off conference victories and the MSU squad
was •listed as the No.11 team in- the nation in
overall defense, giving up only 58.5 points per
game.
Murray led by as much as seven twice during
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-the first half. WKU came back to lead 34-32 at intermission and took a six-point lead twice in the
second half before the Racers rallied to win in the
final halt-minute. The lead changed hands five
times and the score was tied on 14 occasions. The
'Toppers had a last-second chance to tie the game
but a 15-foot jumper missed at the'buzzer.
Even though the game was played in Murray
for the first time after the layoff. Wit' Coach
Clem Haskins said the feeling for-the-rivalry -is
still the same in Western" as it is in.Murray.
He added,"This was a typical Murray-Western
game. Tonight we just got beat byahetter team.
(Murray) is the best ballclub in Kentucky right'
now.What a way to set up the next MS1:7=VVKL-1-----meeting which will be held in Bowling Green during the 1985-86 season.
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If looks could kill. Western Kentucky's Bryan Asberry (50) would be mortally wounded after wrestling with Murray State's Mike [Aim (52) for this rebound. The Racers controlled the boards 39-30 in
Monday's game - a contest Lahm said was "the most physical I've been in this season, maybe my entire career." Lahm and two other Racers grabbed five rebounds apiece white MSI' reserve Owen
Brenston led all glass cleaners with eight caroms.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Horse racers fear,worst, welcome cleanup
COLUMBUS, Ohio
(AP) — Ohio horsemen,
wincing over an upcoming federal grand jury
probe of possible race
fixing, fear the worst
and yet welcome a bid to
clean up the sport.
"It's really a negative
for all of the racing.
What it says to me is
that it may well be a tip
of the iceberg," said
George Jones, general
manager of
Thistledown's
thoroughbred track in
Cleveland.
"We don't need bad
people in our industry.

We need to get rid of
them if, in fact, they do
exist," Jones said.
Thistledown, Northfield Park, Scioto
Downs and Raceway
Park are Ohin_tracks
that not have been implicated so far in the
scheme that apparently
centers on the rigging of
trffecta races.
However, one Ohio
racing source told The
Associated Press Monday that at least one
subpoena will be issued
at Raceway Park.
Sylvester "Shake"
Jechura, the Toledo

Pro sports commissioners
want law, but no Congress
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By GENE GRABOWSKI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Professional sports
commissioners say they want a law, but no
regulatory meddling from Congress. to help
them inhibit the Movement of big league teams
from city to city.
"It is the leagues themselves, and not the
federal government or a regulatory board, that
are best suited to weigh the variety of competing
considerations and balance the numerous relevant factors involved in a proposed relocation,"
National Basketball Association Commissioner
David Stern told a-Senate panel Monday.
"What is needed is simply legislation that will
enable professional sports to make these
judgments," Stern said.
The commisstnners, testifying before the
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation, endorsed major provisions of a
bill that would allow leagues to control team
location. But they flatly rejected another
measure that would give that power to a federal
board.
Controversy over the moves of sports teams
has arisen because some owners have relocated
their teams despite league objections, and others
are threatening to follow suit.
Stern, And the commissioners of the National
Football League, the United States Football
League, the Major Indoor Soccer League and a
representative of major league baseball,
testified before the committee on two bills that
would prevent professional sports teams from
leaving a city unless they are losing money or
playing in an inadequate arena.
All _of the..professional sports spokesmen said
they favored the less restrictive bill sponsored
by Missouri Sens. Thomas F. Eagleton, a
Democrat, and John Danforth, a Republican,
that would allow leagues final say in restricting
team movement.
The other measure, sponsored by Sen. Slade
Gorton, R-Wash., and several House members,
contains the same basic provisions as the
Eagleton-Danforth proposal — but 'it would
create a federal arbitration board to make final
decisions on franchise movement.
Gorton's bill also requires the NFL to expand
by two teams in 1988, and that one of those teams
be located in Baltimore. By 1990, the bill says,
the league must expand by two teams again —
and one must be located in Oakland, Calif.
"We want to pick our own cities when we expand; we want to pick our owners," National
Football League Commissioner Pete , Rozelle
said. "I don't know of any business where the
government can tell a company to expand, by
how much, and in what years."
Harry Usher, the new USFL commissioner, attacked "the anti-expansionist policies of the National Football League" which, he said was a.
root cause of franchise instability.
"The NFL teams, because of the league's
policy against expansion are able to extract
large concessions from taxpayers either in cities
that want their teams to stay or from cities that
are attempting to lure such teams," Usher said.
He added that there is a need for pro football
teams "in many cities that do not feel part of the
NFL power circle."
Pressure for a federal law limiting team
relocation started building three years ago when
the Los Angeles Raiders of the NFL moved from
Oakland, Calif. When the NFL lost its three-year
legal battle to block that move,other football and
basketball teams began citing the case as a
precedent supporting their relocation,
Last year, the NFL's Baltimore Colts moved to
Indianapolis, and the NBA's San Diego Clippers
moved to Los Angeles. This year, the NBA's
Kansas City Kings have announced their intention to move to Sacramento, Calif., and the St.
Louis Cardinals of the NFL are considering a
move to another city.

track's general
manager, said he has
not heard from the FBI
yet. Lou Madonna, president of the Ohio chapter
of the Horsemen's
Benevolent and Protective Association, said of
the FBI investigation of
Midwest tracks: "I'm
glad they're getting
after it. We don't want
people like that in our
business. I hope they get
them and send them to
jail."
Federal agents issued
more than 20 subpoenas
last week to jockeys at
Latonia in Florence,
Ky., and harness
drivers and trainers at
Lebanon Raceway, near
Cincinnati.
An Ohio racing
source, requesting
anonymity, told the AP
Monday that more sub-

poenas are forthcoming
and more tracks will
become involved before
those summoned appear
before a federal grand
jury Feb. 1.3 in
Columbus.
The jockeys summoned at Latonia are
wanted for grand jury
questioning in connection with their riding at
River Downs in Cincinnati and Darby Downs
near Columbus.
A subpoena from a
grand jury is a request
for information, not an
indication of any
wrongdoing.
Dave Cassens, the
agent in charge of the
bureau's Columbus office, said he had no comment other than, "Keep
checking back with us.
At some point, we will
be able to make some
details public."

The AP also learned
Monday that three
horses impounded by
federal agents last week
— two harness horses at
a training center near
Lebanon and a
thoroughbred at Latonia
— are owned by FBI
men.
A source said the FBI
launched its investigation nearly three years
ago by buying a standardbred horse and
moving into the inner
circle of harness racing
in Canada. "Their contact then crossed over to
the thoroughbreds," the
source said.
Royal Canadian
Mounted Police have
Implicated organized crime elements from
the United States`;.vith a
similiar investigation itt
progress at Canadian
tracks.

College Basketball Top 24)
The Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated Press' col
lege basketball poll with first-place votes in paren
theses, total pointr b•sed on
20.19-18.17-16.1514 - 13.12-11 -l0'91874-543-2l. record
through Monday. Feb 4 and last week's ranking
1St John's 1801
2 Georgetown 1 r
3 Memphis St ill
4 So Methodist
5.Duke
6 Syracuse

Horsed Phi Pee
18-1
1238
1
19-2
1153 2
17-I
1126 3
18-2 1033 4
49.3
909 6
Ill
1399

Oklahoinii
8 Michigan
Illinois
10 Georgia Tech
11 Nov -Lea Vegas
12 lows
13 Kansas
14 Louisiana Tech
15 North Carolina
16 Oregon St
17 Tulsa
18 DePaul
19 V illanova
20 Maryland

17 4
163
185
16-4
17-2
115-4
18-4
.19.2
165
16.4
17.3
14.5
14-5
18-6

.15
7616
741.
704
43/
4111
393
380
36.5,
285
277
2112
187
155

Keetudty Prep Polls
By The Assoaated Press
The Top 10 teams in the Kentucky Associated Press
boys and girls high school basketball poll with first
place votes, records as of Feb 3 and total points
BOYS
1 Lou Seneca /12
21 1 138
2 Owensboro .21
15 121
3 Scott Co
1112 109
4 Pulaski Co
172 73
5 Pleas Rdg Park
18-5 72
6 Lea. Lafayette
15-2 71
7 Mason Co
15-0 42
Lou Trinity
14 2 41
9 Owensboro Apollo
15-5 23
IV Marshall Co
13-3 22
Others receiving votes
Lou Eastern. Lea
Catholic, Washington Co
Paducah St
Mary

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
753-8355
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National Basilietball Association
National Betball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE Atlantic Division
W L Pct.
Boston
599
813
Philadelphia
38 10
792
Washington
2723
540
New Jersey
2226
468
New York
17 32
347
Central Division
Milwaukee
34 15
694
Detroit
90 17
638
Chicago
24 23
511
Atlanta
20 28
417
Indiana
16 33
327
Cleveland
15 32
319
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
In iv
612

GB

13.
17
23%

3
13%
18
18

Houston
Dallas
San Antonio
Utah
Kansas City

27
25
24
22
15

20
23
24
26
32

Pacific Division
•
34 16
23 25
21 28
3028
20 29
11 36
Monday's Games
Cleveland 1.21. .Washington, 112 Philadelphia 106, Atlanta 92 .
Detroit 113, Milwaukee Ill, OT
San Antonio 114, Golden State 109, OT
L.A. Clippers 115. Indiana 96

L.A. Leiters
Phoenix
Seattle
Portland
L.A. Clippers
Golden State

574
2
521 4%
626
IA
458 7%
319 14

680
479
429
417
408
234

10
12%
13
134
214

College Basketball Results
College Basketball Scores
Menday's Games
EAST
Bucknell 71, Lycoming 58
Franklin & Marshili 85, W
Maryland 111
.
George Mason 77. American 71
Loyola, Md. 92. Drexel 71
Maryland 87. Old Dominion 75
Navy 83, Fairleigh Dickinson 74
Pittsburgh 77. Duquesne 61
Rutgers 96, Monmouth 74
St Francis, N.Y 73, CCNY 55
Siena 60. Vermont 59
St. Bonaventure 64. Penn St 59
St John's 67, Seton Hall 76
SOUTH
Appalachian St. 73, Davidson 70
Citadel 71. Tn.-Chattanooga 63
Delaware St 77. BethuneCookman 66
Duke 82, Harvard 53
Florida 86, Florida St 79
GramblIng 63, Tennessee St 53
Louisiana Tech 73, NE Louisiana
63
Marshall 90, Furman 62
Middle Tenn at Tennessee Tech
ppd , weather
Mississippi 60, Vanderbilt 55
Murray St 69. W Kentucky 67
N Carolina AkT 70. Md E Shore
59
New Orleans 57, Alabama St 42
Nichols St 65. Jackson St. 61
9 Carolina St at Alcorn St. ppd
snow

SE Louisiana 65, McNeese St 60
South Carolina 90. Georgia St 66
SW Louisiana 89, Stetson 72
Valdosta St 69, N Alabama 62
Virginia Tech 96, S Mississippi 80
- VW]60, E Tennessee St 53
MIDWEST
Cleveland St 76, Akron 58
Creighton 87. W Texas St 63
Detroit 58. Butler 53
E Illinois 77, Wis.-Green Bay 58
Evansville 79. Oral Roberts 75

Kansas 88. Colorado 69
Loyola. Ill. 99, Xavier, Ohio 89
SOUTHWEST
Abilene Christian 76. Howard
Payne 67
Sam..Houston St 84, NW Lout.
inane 71
Texas Southern 75. SW Texas St
61
FAR WEST
Fullerton St 52, Fresno St 51
San Jose St. 76. Pacific 443
Southern Cal 60. Oregon St 58

High School Basketball
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Monday's Games
Boys
Bowling Green 54, Warren E
Corbin 56. Barbourville 54
Cumberland Co. 56, Metcalfe Co
54
Hancock Co. 73, St Romuald 48
Marshall Co. 79. Pad Tilghman
69
Oldham Co. 81, Bullitt E 44
Wayne Co 93, Clinton Co 73
CKC Tourney
SehnMs
Woodford., Co 69. Richmond
Madison 62
Anderson Co. 64, Lax. Henry C1/4.
54

Giris
Belfry 49, Sheldon Clark 36
Bellevue 50, Villa Madonna 30
Bullitt E 75, Collegiate 27
Central City 38. McLean CO 28
Clay Co at Cawood canceled
Clinton Co 50, Somerset 34
E Carter 53, Russell 45
Johnson Ctrl 59. Lawrence Co 35
Lou Mercy 55. Lou lioly Cross 44
Ludlow 57, Walton-Verona 30
Marshall Co 62. Mayfield 36
Metcalfe Co 62, Cumberland Co
59
Oftlham Co 56. Lou Ballard 33
Paris 57, Harrison Co 44
Spencer Co 50. Eminence 24
Whitesburg 84,. Huntington Alt
44

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

when you have
Direct Deposit
of your
government check!
sign up today —
at any of our offices!

117Bank of Murray
! "THE FIV.EMILBANK"

IR

753-8355

DIRECT

ALL

WARM
ups

Local hoop games cancelled
or postponed due to weather
All local high school
basketball games
scheduled tonight have
been canceled because
of inclement weather.
The games affected include Calloway County
Higil's varsity boys,
varaity girls and junior
varsity boys games at
home against Fulton
County; and Murray
High's varsity boys and
junior varsity boys
games at Mayfield.
Because the Murray.
Mayfield varsity game
is a district matchup it
will be rescheduled on
Monday. Feb. 11, according to MRS Athletic
Director Eli Alexander.
The junior varsity
game will start at6 p.m.
with the varsity Mat-

chup immediately
afterwards.
All games are being
examined on a day-by
day basis because of
haiardous travel conditions in the Jackson
Purchase Area.

•

• OFF

Briefly
NEW YORK (AP) —
Greg Luzinski will be
calling the shots rather
than hitting them.
One of baseball's most
feared sluggers over the
last 15 years, Luzinski
said Monday that he
was retiring and would
become freshmanbaaeball coach at a New
Jersey high school.

Great Selection — Men's Women's & Childrens.

Famous Name Brands
•
•Nike • •Bonnie •Winning Ways
•Adidas •Speedo •Wilson

DENNISON-HUM sP°fting Gix)de
••••

16
18
15
11
14
1.1
13
lk
17

Elizabethtown
Hopkinsville
Lea Tate, ('rees
Ashland Clay('o Franklin Co liowlIng (:cern
Girls
1 Marshall Co 14 ,
17 1 140
2 Lou Atherton
201 125
3 Whitesburg
15 2 9'
4 Rowan Co
k
5 Laurel Co
1,5
6 Lou Southern
:7 a As,
7 Oldham Co
12 3 14
8 Pulaski Co
11
9 tie / Owensboro Cath
14 4
Boone Co
.15 1" 2...
Others receiving votes BelfrySe-Mt I la
I....
Henry Clay, Bardstown Bethlehem Nelson Co :A
ingston Central. Franklin Co . Allen (7o S.
Ii.Lea Lafayette. Whitley Co . Anderson Co . Boy
14....00
arren Central. Franklin -Simpson

No worries about
the weather...

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

7
10
5

High School Basketball Top lOs

DIRECT');ITIGI-1411111111

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

901 SYCAMORE

5, 19W

Basketball Polls

SCOREBOARD

LINDY SUITER

T1 t:SIJAV, Ft:Bitt ARV

1203 Chestnut

Everything to, thst SPORT,

ids

7534844

4.1nr--41111r. ' 4
,
11"
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Scouts Klondike Derby to be held Feb. 9

e

Dean)

By Abigail
Van Buren

Angry Divorcee to Widows:
You Are Lucky He Is Dead

•

• 1"e".!*

•

DEAR ABBY: Lately your column
has been filled with letters from
"poor widows" who are having a
hard time coping. I, for one,am tired
of these whining widows who don't
know how lucky they are. They cry
that they are alone, but they don't
know what "alone" really is. I would
rather havemy husband dead than
know that he left me for a cocktail
waitress. That is alone!
Widows don't have to live with the
pain of rejection..Widows don't have
to he in' their beds alone it. night,
knowing that their perfectly healthy
ex-husband is sleeping with another
woman.. A- widow gets sympathy
and invitations from old friends
who knew her when she had a
husband. Divorcees are avoided like
they have leprosy.
, A widow has a better chance of
remarrying because no Man wants a
woman who has been .publicly
damped.. tHe also knows that a
widow has the whole pie-financially--1whi1e a divorcee has just a
piece of the pie.1
Widows have no reason to cry
about being alone.I see ads for tours
and clubsfor widows and widowers,
but I've never heard of a club for 60year-old rejects; have you?
I know there's no answer to this,
3ut I feel better just gettingat out of
-ny system. Sign me ...
SEATTLE DIVORCEE,.
OR I'D RATHER BE A WIDOW
DEAR RATHER:I know you're
hurting,but don't measure every
divorce by your own yardstick.
Not all divorcees are "rejects"some divorcees have dumped
their husbands.
And yes, I've heard, of tour
groups and clubs for -singles"
of all ages without regard to
why they are single.
A word of unsolicited advice:
If you don't want to be alone
forever,lighten up and get rid of
all that anger- and bitterness.
Groap therapy could help you.
Please give it a try, and good
luck.

DEAR ABBY: While traveling in
Europe last summer, I met a girl
from New York, and we hit if off so
well that we traveled around together
for a week.
When she told me her age,I didn't
want to scare her away by. tell*
her mine, so I lied about my age to
make up the difference. (She's five
years older-than I am.)
She's planning to visit me in
Minnesota soon. Even though it will
be embarrassing to tell her the truth
regardless of when I tell her, I
wonder if! should tell her before she
comes to visit me. Or should I wait
until she gets here?
hate to lose
her.
MINNESOTA SWEDE
DEAR SWEDE:Tell her before
she makes the trip. If you were
sufficiently mature to have
passed yourself off as five years
older, I doubt that you'll lose
her.
a ••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a mechanic
with a problem I've never seen in
your column. Please help me before I
go nuts.
Have you ever worked with a
whistler?
At 10 minutes to 8 in the morning,
I can hear whistling as he is coming
into the shop. And he whistles for
eight hours continuously! No tunejust whistling. I don't know whether
to cry, throw something at him,
choke him or what. One day he was
out sick, and I thought I had died
,and gone to heaven!.
I finally told the boss. He said if!
didn't like it,, I could quit (The
whistler is his brother-in-law.)- I
need this job. What do you suggest?
GOING NUTS IN
DUNKIRK, NY.
DEAR GOING: (1) Complain
to the whistler-not the boss.(2)
Wear earplugs. (3) Feed him
crackers. -

The Klondike Derby
takes on special meaning
this year in the Paducah
area since it comes on
Scout • - --Saturday.
February 9. of the Diamond Jubilee year. It is
also part of Scout Anniversary week.
Scout Executive Bruce
Tuten of the Four Rivers
Council urges all Scout
Patrols with sleds to
meet between 7:30 and
9:00 a.m. for registration
at the foot of Broadway
next to the Ohio River in
Paducah.
Suitably renamed for
the occasion, the spot
will be known as Cold
Bay, Alaska, Orientation
will begin at 9:00 a.m.
and the race will start at
9:30.

The cost of $2 per Scout
will cover a special
Jubilee Klondike Derby
souvenir and a special
Jubilee segment to be
awarded to each Scout
and
Scout
Leader
attending
:
President Bill Paxton
also advises every par=
ticipant to bring a sack
lunch since the Derby
will allow
only a
minimum time for lunch.
The Derby will be run by
patrols.
The events will be
taken directly from the
original Official Boy
Scout Handbook of 1911.
They will be taken from
each of the Chapters on.
Scoutcraft, woodcraft,
camperaft. tracks, trailing and signaling, health

and endurance, chivalry, organized its leaders are
first aid and lifesaving, glad, as we are, to
games and athletic stan- acknowledge the debt we
dards, patriotism and all owe to Lieut.-General
citizenship.
•
Sir
Robert BadenThere will be nine Powell. who has done so
events with the race to be • much to make the moverun from Cold Bay to ment of Interest-to boys
Point Barrow, the "nor- of all nations." The citathernmost point in tion continues:
Alaska." leaving at five
"We have made it
minute intervals.
obligatory upon our
In this way, our ac- ....9.gents
they
that
tivities will point to cultivate courage, loyal"Pride in the Past," and ty,
patriotism,
"Footsteps
to
the brotherliness,
selfFuture."
control, courtesy, kindTo remind us of our ness
to
animals,
heritage. Scouter Bruce usefulness, cheerfulness,
Tuten cites the preface to cleanliness, thrift, purithe 1911 -edition of the ty,and honor. No one can
Handbook, "The Boy' doubt that with such
Scout Movement has training, added to his
becomes almost univer- native
gifts,
the
sal, and
wherever American boy will be in
the near future, as a
man, be an efficient

Hog market
Federal-State Market sr.. Ser.ice
February 5, 1905
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
Receipts' Act. 703 Est. 550 Barrows
1 Gilts Mead to .25 lower Sows under
WO steady to 1.00 lower mer 500 hilly
1.00 higher
141.40 49.15
l'S 1 2 210-250 lb.
some 50.00
144.5049.50
US'1 2. 200-210 lbs.
1149.00-49.50
US 2.3 210-250 lbs.
114/1.00.49.00
US 2.4 250.210 lbs.
Sows
$311.00 40.00
US 1.2 275-3.50 lbs.
130.0041.00
US 1.3 SOO 450 lbs.
540.00-47.34)
US 1-3450 500 lbs.
141.00 49.50
U$ IS 500-450 lb..
131100 40 00
US 2.3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 132.00-34.50

SCORE representative will be at
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Paducah's SBA office, Thursday
The Small Business
Administration's Advice
and Counseling Service's
representative from the
Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE
will be at- this Agency's
parttime office at the City Hall. Second Floor,
Paducah.
Kentucky
from 9:00 a,m. until
noon, on Thursday. Feb.
7.and Feb. 21.
The SBA's business advice and counseling serhelped
has
vice
thousands of small firms
originate, expand and
pr;osper in a small
business operation. Prospective new business
owners, as well as persons already in business.
have available to them
counseling
FREE.
assistance in areas of
management counseling
and financial assistance
problems
other
or
relating to the operation
of a sMall business.
This FREE small
business, counseling is
available to all area
citizens including the

1

counties of McCracken, records of the business
Ballard,
Carlisle, and personal financial
Hickman,
Fulton, statements will assist the
Graves,
Mvshall, SBA/SCORg represenCalloway, Livingston, tative in advising you.
Crittenden, Lyon. Trigg
Additional information
and Caldwell.
may be obtained by callCurrent
financial ing • 502/582-5976.

.L

egal

44.<34<34<344<34-134.34<

Happy Birthdays,
v
Dee Dee!
v
Love,
c17
2
Donna K. s?
2<34<3 4<34134<34-(34

Commonwealth of
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department
of Highways
Notice to
Contractors
Sealed bids will be
received
by
the
Department
of
Highways in the
Auditorium located on
the 1st Floor 9f the
State Office Building,
Frankfort. Kentucky,
until 10:00 A.M.,
Eastern Standard
Time on the 15th day
of February, 1985, at
which time bids will
be publicly opened
and read for the improvement of:
BDR GR 85 0000007,
V,ARIOUS
COUNTIES. Repairs to deck*
of bridges on various
roads. See proposal
for
additional
Information.
Bid proposals for all
projects
will
be
available until 9:00
A.M., Eastern Standard time, Friday,
February 15, 1985, at
the Division, of Contract Procurement.
Bid proposals for all
projects
will
be

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
38 Change color of
39 Three-toed
sloth
1 Watering place
40 Sun god
4 Exists
8 Antlered animal 41 Allowance for
waste
11 Chastise
13 Land surround- 43 Fruit cake
45 Large bird
ed by water
47 Repealed
15 Either
18 Former Russian 50 Therefore
52 Century plant
rulers
53 Obscure
18 Covers
56 Urge on
19 A fight meal
58 Pertaining to
21 Mountains of
birth
Europe
22 Indian mulberry 80 Symbol for
tantalum
23 More pleasing
t Tolled
26 That woman
83 Runs away to be
29 Mature
married
31 District In
85 Winter vehicles
Germany
68 Steamship:
33 Printer's
abbr.
measure
87 Irritate
34 Forenoon
35 Mournful
DOWN
ACROSS

1

4

3

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
00000
0010MOD 0000U
nu upoomp mo
00 00012 OODO
MUD 00WO DOM
00000 0000 00
0000 000U
00 1:1000 000100
OUU MUM U000
0U00 U000 OM
00 12001000D WM
000E900 000000
00000 00 0O0

000G 0

1 Blemish
2 Unadulterated
3 Article
4 Send forth

7

6

5

9

8

10
14
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HE SAID YOU PLANNED
1-415 A54051NATiON
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Willi lillUUId
II
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Iu.
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Legal

INVITATION TO BID FOR
FOOTBALL SUPPLIES
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive sealed bids for football
supplies for the Calloway County School
District until 1:00 p.m., Tuesday,
February 19, 1985.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders
may obtain the necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside the name of the bid, the name of the
bidder, and the date and time of bid
opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities
in bidding.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are indepeadent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale coat and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pie
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

AUNT FRITZI WOULD
YOU BE. MAD IF I
USED A LITTLE BIT
OF YOUR BUbBLE ?ATM?

Olt

leader in the paths of
civilization and peace."
The Four Rivers Council serves youth.in eight
counties.of thg Jackson
Purchase, Ltvingston
County, Kentucky, South
Fulton,Tennessee,Pope,
Hardin, and Massac
County, Illinois.

MI• % II

iii id•
ii• dNU
iiii
la

5 Portion
6 Deceive
7 Bone
8 Spanish pot
9 Goes by water
10 Terminate
12 Italy: abbr.
14 Symbol for
dysprosium
17 Rodents
20 Viper
24 Direction
25 Beam
27 Listen to
28 Throw off
29 Unusual
30 Mohammedan
priest
32 Nerve network
36 Macaw
37 Requires
42 Tissue
44 Sum up
46 Commonplace
48 AAernoranda
49 Transactions
51 Heraldic
bearing
54 Roman rood
55 Disguise
56 Spanish: abbr.
57 Fooblice part
56 Behold!
82 ReVlsed: abbr.
84 Greek letter

C
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WILL
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Depe
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WILL
home.(
IA=
home.(
WiTUT
babysit
or your

available at a'costof
$8 each _and remittance Payable to the,
State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompany request for
proposals
I NonRefundable ). Bid proposals are issued only
to
requalified
contractors.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all intefeitell-paritieS at- a•
cost of $8 each NonRefundable
Specimen proposals
cannot be used, for
bidding.
2 .Notice
WE TRKE
THE CAKE
Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide. Gorilla-Grams.
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey. Cakes.
Free Delivery. VISA a MC.
753-9280

CREDIT available.
easy monthly
payments. Master
Muffler & Brake 631 S
4th, contact John
Hoskins.
rREE towing, road
service, travel service.
maps. $10,000 death
Insurance, traveler's
checks, magazine, bond.
service & more, AAA
759-9673.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for an appointment 436-2524 or
436-5496.
MIDDLE age man
wants to correspond
with unemployed lady
18 to 35 who wants to
relocate. Box 702. Paragould, Ark. 72451.
-

To
an

v

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad Buick
NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky. Now open weekends.
(spaces available). For
Information call 7534566.
PERSONALIZED
Valentine gifts; ladies
panties, appliqued
sweatithirts„, aprons. Let
us can your gift! Faye's
Monograms, Downtown, Murray. 753-7743.
TRY the New Avon
earnings opportunity
and earn $250-$500
weekly. Call 753-0232
anytime. nit-service
too
Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Coll BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445
5. Lost and Found
t 14IRIATURv
Schnauzers, mother &
pup, lost at 94 West &
783. Call 759-4004

ilmom
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
6. Help Wanted

0

10

10. Business Opportunity
Striggr813 opportunity
for sale. New liquor
store in new shopping
center in Nicholasvthe,
Kentucky. License, inventory, fixtures and
coolers. $53,000.00 Call
( 606) 887-4391 or
887-1715.

15, Articles for

24. Miscellaneous

Sale

28 Mobile Homes for Rent

50

cF:•-41111.•

Used Trucks

53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, 1981
ROOFING. Plumbing, W ILL haul white rock.
GMC pickup- 34,000
AC/natural gas. Shady miles, extras.
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
Siding,- Additions, Sand. lime, rip rap and,
Day 753Oaks 753-5299.
Painting. General Car- masonary sand, coal
4703. night 759-1274.
SA TELLTTE SERVICE
TRAILER for rent. See
pentry P A Molony Co dirt, gravel, fill sand
REPAIR & SALE
Brandon Dill. Dill's
753 - 8628
Free' Call Roger Hudson.
Campers
Trailer Court. Must have 51
Hwy. 94.4 Lynnville, Ky.
Estimates.
16. Home Furnishings
'753-4545 or 753-6763.
references.
111,150 end up
CHEVROLET motor
SEWING Machine Re•
WFffRLPOOL heavy duty
home, fully self conpair
All
makes
502-38
and
2-2823
29. Heating and Cooling
dryer with 3 temp selectained, $4000, will trade
models. Industrial.
tions. Only $4.00 per
1 1 . Instruction
ASHLEY wood stove Call 436-2506
home and commercial
week. Rudolph Goodyear,
with blower. Good conRELICOPTER flight 753-0595.
FORREST -Construc- 34 yrs. experience All
dition, $225. Call 492- 52 Boats-Motors
training private pilot
tion. All types of con- work guaranteed. Ken*Boxing
8824.
14 FT fiberglass fish struction & remodeling, neth Barnhill, 753-2674.
package $4,450.00 (no
LARGE Ashley wood boat & trailer, 40 hp additions & new house Stella, Ky
*Framing
previous training restove, $150 firm Call Johnson motor, fix up blue prints. Call SHOLAR Plumbing &
quired). Training to be 19. Farm Equipment
*Barn Posts
759-4663
real nice. 200 E Yamaha 753-9688.
Electric. Call 437-4740
conducted at your local POLE buildings- 24'x40` WHIRLPOOL
microwav
e
*Fence
Posts
3
wheeler,
like new Call GENERAL HOME THWEATTS Alterna•
airport. 1-605-498-4652.
completely erected $3, oven with 700 watts cook•
30. Business Rentals
753-6132.
*Treat
Lumber
tor, Generator Se Starter
ed
650. 12'x8' end slider ing power, Only
REPAIR.
15
years
ex$4.50
2 ' INBOARD perience. Carpentry, Service irebuilt & re5 CAR shop for rent. I-.
and entrance door in- week. Rudolph Goodyear
13. For Sale or Trade
*Metal Roofing
.
mile east of Murray. fiberglass boat, Tandon concrete, plumbing, paired). Route 01, Almo,
cluded. Other sizes 753-0595.
GEPRGE 11Odge and
*Farm
Hardware
trailer. $2000. will trade. roofing, siding. NO JOB KY. 42020. Shop
Call 759-4845 after 5p.m.
available. Blitz
Son. We buy trade and
Call 436.2506.
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- 25. Business Services
TO SMALL. Free es- (502,753-8742.
ITUSINE
SS
real
estate
sell used furniture,
4009 KY, 1.800-792-3498
timates. Days 753-6973, V‘ALLPAPERING• refor rent. Approximately
appliances and TV.'s.
IND.
nights 474-2276.
asonable rates Phone
500 to 2000 sq. ft. in Bel 53 Servic6s Offered
MIKE HODGE'S
For sale: used freezers,
Air Center. Ideal for
GTERING by Sears 753-1983 or 753-6178.
TAX SERVICE
refrigera
tors,
ranges,
20.
Sports
Equipment
EXCELLENT income
retail or professional
Sears continuous gut.' WET BASEMENT' We
Aluminurn
Enrolled To Practice
for part time home washers & dryers, used PADUCAH Gunshow
offices. Call Paducah
ters installed for your make wet basements
,
bunk
.beds,
Before
regular
IRS.
The
Bachelor
Servic
e
Co.
assembly assembly
502-443-8461.
specifications. Call dry. Work completely
February 9-10, 10-5,
beds,
bedroom
suites,
Degree
Aluminu
Accounting
in
m
at
and vinyl
work. For info. call
Sears 753-2310 for free guaranteed. Call or
FOR lease, 804 Olive
Industrial Drive
dinette suites, couch & guns, • accessories,
Murray State. 8 years of
siding. Custom trim
504-641-8003.
St., 3.000 sq. ft. of office
estimate.
write Morgan Conchair sets, odd chairs & coins, knives, related
Murray, Ky.
experience
work.
preparing
Roferenc
InFEDERAL, state, & couches
es.
space.
struction
items.
3
Co. Rt. 2, Box
HAROLD'S Tree Sermonths free
McCann Gun, shelves &
dividual,
Business.
civil jobs now available bookcase
Call
Will
Phone
PartnerEd
759-1099
Bailey,
rent
409A.
shows.
with
vice. Topping, cutting,
Paducah. Ky
3 yr. lease
Tables available
s, pots, pans
in your area. Call and
ship, and Corporate
Call collect: Wayne
733-0089
trimming, etc. Also 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
dishes. #10 Dixieland call 502-851-3377.
•
1-619-569-8304 for info. Shopping
Mayes 502-582-1400.
returns. Low rates and
clean-up work, shrubb- •
Center.
We do custom
APPLIANCE
24 Miscellaneous
24hrs.
ery & over grown areas. •
hundreds of setisfied
57 -Wanted
framing.
SERVICE. Kenmore, Fast,
LIFE house needs 15. Articles for Sale
dependable serclients. Now preparing
FOR advertising
•
Westinghouse, vice.
753
8298
•
ROOD. any type up to
Christian volunteer
32. Apts for Rent
Insured. For free
returns day or night call
specialties, calendars,
Whirlpool. 22 years estimates
• CARTER STUDIO • 4' long & 12" diameter 4
counselors. Trilning WHIRLPOOL heavy duty magnetic signs,
call
437-4607.
759-1425
and
for
an
COUPLt of female experience. Parts and
washer with 4 cycles.
• 300 MAIN ST SUITE 8
mi. S of Murray on 641.
provided. Call 753-0700.
appointment.
graduate students will service. Bobby Hopper, INSULATION blown in • 1 North 3rd Entrance
Only $6.00 per week. political campaign
753-9251
by
Sears.
TVA
materia
a_p•
ls,
call
Jim
share a 3 BR house near Bob's Appliance SerRudolph Goodyear, 7539. Situation Wanted
Cain, Murray, Ky. JOYCE Noel Tax Ser
MSU and downtown. vice, 202 S. 5th St. proved. Save on those
WILL do babysitting in (1595.
high heating and coolPhone (502) 759-1602. vice. Short forms still 753-6577 or call collect Business 753-4872,
436- ing bills.
my home day & night.
Call Sears
"You feel no pain when $7.50, long forms $15 443-1071 for Kathy.
.5848
(home).
Call 753-6043.
753-2310 for free
yourbuy fron ain."
an
up
NICELY furnished 1 BR APPLIANCE REPAIR:
(inclu
des
_WILL do house cleanexhaustor brake Federal & State). In apartment. Inquire at Factory authorized for estimate.
ing. 7 years experience.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
work but short on cash? home service for 100 S. 13th St.
Tappan, fielvinator and JOINER'S Tree SerDependable. Re•
vice. '30 years exWe have credit availa- elderly or shut-ins. Call NOW
Ai CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Brown.
S4-vice
on
gas
accepti
ng apDesks, files, chairs, ble. Master Muffler &
terences. Call 474-2292:
perience. Also bucket
,489-2440 between 8a.m.
plications for one, two Sr and electric ranges, truck
VI ii
•
WILL do office cleanfor
hire.
folding tables, etc.
Brake 631 S. 4th. Con- 8p.m. for appointm
Call
microwaves, disent 3 BR apts. Call 759-49811
ARs
•
ing. 7 years experience.
753-0366.
tact John Hoskins.
or information.
h
w
ash
e
r
s.
reSOLID WOOD CABINETS &
Pt Oil 8.f I
AKII•IG applications
Dependable. Re•
LEE'S CARPET
OAK & hickory kIM Long Tailor
RAISED. PANEL DOORS *
Shop. for Section 8. Rent frigerators, etc. Earl CLEANING.ferences. Call 474-2202.
For
firewood. You haul, $20 Alterations,
all
Bach
•
Oak
•
Walnut
Lovett,
•
354-6956
or 753Cheer
tailoring, Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 2
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASE
your carpet & upholstWILL do sewing in my
a rick. Call 437-4829.
S•
specializing in narrow- BR. Apply Hilldale 5341.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
home. Call 759-1942.
SEASONED firewood - ing lapels. Drapes Apts., Hardin, Ky. CARPENTER, 27 years ery cleaning. For a free g CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•
&
FURNITURE
REFINISHING
WILL do typing in my
oak, hickory, mixed Made. 400 S. 4th, Equal Housing experience. At this time estimate call 753-5827.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & Sae
Our Display •
0
1016 Jefferson
Satisfied references.
home. Call 753-0667.
hardwoods $30/rick 9a.m.-5p.m., 753-1396.
taking
interior work.
Opportunity.
•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
WOULD love tb do
delivered. Min. order 2 SHIRLEY
Also, taking suitable
753-5940 g
DAVIS TAX
•
babysitting inwiny home
ricks. Call John Boyer SERVICE
33. Rooms for Rent
442-4302
exterior bids on
•••••.4•0•••••0_0 #••1/.11
Federal and
Aluminum and Vinyl
or.yours. Call 759-9698.
753-0338.
state tax returns TtrAms near campus. building$. Get on the
Aluminu
siding
and
m
lists now. Call for W.A.
prepared your place or Boys only. Call 753-5561.
trim for all houses. It
8z Son collect 345-2024.
mine. No extra chkrge!
stops painting.
Place Your Classified
Free pickup and deliv- 34. Houses for Rent
ery. Phone 436-5574.
Jack Glover
2 BR house-, $200 a
Professional
Across Kentucky
month plus deposit. Call
753-1873
Stump Removal
753-6156.
Richard W. Jones
for just
TRUCKS*TRACTORS*COMBINES
1
BEDROO
M
house
in
Tax Service
Service
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1985
LICENSED Electrician
Murray. Call 753-5561.
Confidential professional
10:00 A.M.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
for residential and
Coll 474-2774
service. BS in accounting
commercial. Heating
37. Livestock-Supplies
BRENT
EDWARDS-MICHAEL D. MILLER
or
474-27
41
with 14 years experience
and air condition, gas
300 BALES of hay, $2.00
HARDIN, KENTUCKY
in preparing personal,
Installation and repair.
a bale. Call 435-4237.
CAR need repairs. Phone 753-7203.
business and farm returns.
SALE LOCATION: From Hardin. Ky.. Take Hwy
FESCUE Hay. 125 We'll repair it now, you
80
-;w"
vE17
1-your
94 West and
West 3 Mlles To Hwy. 1311, Prociet, North
bales, $1.50 each. Call can pay later. Master trees? Topping,
prunTo
Sale Site! From Benton, Ky City Limit
Oaks Road
753-7497.
Muffler & Brake 631 S. ing, shaping, complete
West Side Hwy 58. Take Hwy. 1311 South
(20 words)
Call 753-3215 for appointGRAIN fed calves, 300- 9th. Contact John removal and more. Call
6
Mlles
To Sale Site! 7 Mlles South Of
ment day or night.
Hoskins.
600 lbs. .45 cents a lb
BOVER'S TREE
Benton. Ky 15 Miles East Of Mayfield. Ky
$5 per word chcirge for more than 20 words
Grain fed cow .25 cents DAVE'S Cleaning. SERVICE for. Pro,
.
15 Mlles North Of Murray. Ky
a 16. Weened calves all Windows & Carpets, fesslonal tree care.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
kinds all sizes. Call residential & commer- 753-0338.
TRACTORS-INC 1486, C&A, 1546 Hrs. TA, Dual PTO.
18.4:38 Duals, 2 Hyd. Valves. Weights S N U19415.
1975 12 x 60 ARBOR. 753-3625.
'
cial. Call 9a.m.-10p.m. ODD job specialist,
The Kentucky Statewide Classified
"Real Nice"•INC 1486. 4 Post Canopy, 2291 Hrs . TA.
Extra nice. Washer &
436-2845. If no answer ceiling fans, electrical,
38.
Pets-Su
pplies
Dual PTO. 16.4:38 Duals, 2 Hyd. Valves. Weights. S N.
dryer, new carpeting.
call 436-5836. Free plumbing, fencing. You
allows your classified advertisement to appea
r
U009643, -Real Nice - 100 Mrs On Overhaul-•INC 574
Call 753-6644.
REE, nine pups, most Estimates.
name it. I do it. You
Gas, 1347 Hrs.. Remote Valve. S.N. U102610 -Nice'•Inin Kentucky Press Association
1982 EL CONA 14x70, 2 males hound and poin- DILL Electric is now re- buy, I install. You
ternallonal
Super C Farman w Cuitivator. "Real Nice''
BR, 1 bath, Whirlpool ter mix. Raised outside, winding electric motors. break. I fix. Call 436COMBINES--1HC14604:isl-Flow. C&A, 1506 Nrs . Mud
member newspapers throughout the
appliances, fireplace, need good homes now or Call 753-9104.
2868.
Hog
Assist,
820-15' Platform, 21 5-32 Rubber. Loaded.
central air & heat, low will be put to sleep. ERNIE'S Garage. PAINTING•
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today
S.N. U006133, "Real Nice-•04C 6 Row 863 Corn Head.
electric bills, storm Available at Ken-Mur Complete auto repair
!
paperhanging,
Real
•'
Good'..
windows, underpinned, Antique Shop, Route 94 Call 75.3-7347.
commercial- reTRUCKS-1977 Chevy C-65 Custom Deluxe 22.960 Acstorage building. See in halfway between FENCE sales at Sears sidential. Free estual
miles.
366 Engine. 552 Transmission. 900-20 RubFox Meadows. Call Murray and Aurora, now. Call Sears 753-2310 timates. References 25
Contact
ber Pr Steering. With Chandler Hyd Drive Twin Fan
after 6p.m. 759-1831.
watch for red shop sign for free estimate for yrs. experience.
Lime And Fertilizer Spreader Bed w Stainless Steel
1984 Buccaneer 14x70. In yard. No phone'
your needs.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Chain. "A Real Nice Outfil--e Pair or Firestone 10 Ply
step-up kitchen, 2 BR, 2
23--48x31 00-20 Floatation Tires & wheels • Pair Of
bath, central heat & air, 4 3 . Real Estate
General 14 Ply 15-225 Steering Tires & Wheels• 1976
dishwasher, under- BANK of Murray
TLC
Chevy C-65 Cheyenne. 51.272 Actual Miles. 427 Engine.
& Fm
pinned and much more. H.A. repossessed
13 Speed Road Ranger Transmission 10 00-20 Rubber
proWe
clean
Price reduced. Call perties. Other
win Screw. Air Brakes, Saddle Tanks. With Omaha 20
listings,
753-9644.
everything with
Bed. Twin Hoist. Tip Toppers. Real Nice • 1975 C-65
Murray-Calloway Co.
INTERIOR
Chevy Scottsdale 28.034 Actual Miles 427 Engine 542
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
TENDER, LOVIN
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
EXTERIOR
Speed w Working Fourth Transmission. 1000-20 Rub753-8146 or Ron Talent
CARE
2 BEDROOM trailer, 753-9894.
ber, Air Brakes. Pace Air Bag Tandem. Saddle Tanks
PAINTING
gas heat, in Hardin. Call FOrt sale, by owner,
With Parkhurst 22 Bed Twin Hoist Tip Toppers Real
Carpets DRY
759-1417.
Nice•••1969 Dodge 2 Ton w Grain Bed & Hoist 2 Speed
vacant lot & rental
WALLPAPERING
cleaned. New
•24 Tandem Neck Over Trailer
2 BR trailer. $150 a property across from
FIELD EQUIPMENT-John Deere 7000 6 Row Narrow
month plus deposit. Call Murray Fire Dept. on
machine, only
Plate's., Planter. No Till Coulters, Herbicide Boxes,
753-6156.
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
one in this area.
Liquid Fertilize. Corn. Bean And Milo Cups • John
Deere 8 Row No Till Planter•INC 490- 21 Disc•INC
44. Lots for Sale
759-9754
2350 Mount O-Matic Loader • John Deere 910 - 300
GOVT. land $15 an
759-1834
Bushel Grain Cart• Two - Brillion 6 Row Curtivators•
*FREE ESTIMATES*
acre. Many lots availa15- Leiy Roterra• Athens 3 Point 11 Tine Chisel Plow
ble. Build a future! Call
• Side Winder 7' • 3 Point Cutter •8424' Implement
1-569-0968 for info.
Trailer•INC 440- 506- 3 Point Plow•Chem Farm 400
Gallon Saddle Tanks And Racks•7' - 3 Point Blade•
46. Homes for Sale
Verhoff 14140' Land Leveler•7 5 Yard Dirt Pan w Front
GATESBOROUGH.
Steer Doilies•Case 400- 5x16" Semi-Plow• Mayrath
8''• 55' Transport Grain Auger•1200 Gallon Water Tank
large 4 BR, two story, 2
•1000 Gallon Fuel Tank w Electric Pump•1100 Gallon
1 2 baths. Maprray,
Fuel Tank w Electric Pump
freshly decorated. 3,445
BRENT EDWARDS - OWNER
sq. ft. Owner 753-8052
'
For Details Phone 502-437-4663
for appointment.
TRACTORS-MC 1086 C4 A. t749 Hrs TA Dual PTO
48. Auto Services
184138 Duals 2 Hyd Valves Weights S N 025979_
Real Nice"• Ford 601 Work Master Remote Valve.
3-13" SNOW tires &
• Original '
wheels to fit a Dodge,
.
COMBINES-INC 815 Hydrostatic Diesel. CAA Mud
$30. Call 753-3711.
Hog
Assist. Chopper. 810-15' Platform. 28L-26 Rubber,
'INSTANT credit. 96
S.N. U019463 "Good Machine' • INC 644 Corn Head
days same as cash.
.. Real Good".
Master Muffler & Brake
TRUCKS-1968 Chevy Ton w Grain Bed & Hoist. 2
631 S. 4th. Contact John
Speed
•1967 Chevy 2 Ton w Grain Bed & Hoist. 2 Speed
Hoskins.
•1964 Chevy Pickup 4 Wheel Drive. Lock Out Hubs, V-8
Automatic,Power Steering
4 9 . Used Cars
LLELD EQUIPMENT-Holland 2 Row Pull Type Setter•
1976 MERCI RY MonBrillion 11 Cutimuicher • John Deere 230 - 20 Hyd
arch. Good condition
Fold Disc•John Deere 4 Row 153 Cultivator•Iwo Gal.
Call 753-4053
IonPoly Tank w 3 Horse Pump•Four - Tobacco Sca•1977 THUNDERBIRD
told Wagons•1000 Gallon Fuel Tao w Electric Pump
PW, bucket seats.
• Fiber Glass Saddle Tanks And Racks w Pumps And
Pioneer stereo, 92xxx
Regulator•3 Point Side Boom Sprayer w Pump And
mi, $1500. Call 753-6398
Gauge •(11C 8 Row Planter w 386 Units And End Tvensor 753-3879.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Port• Ford I Arm Loader • Bust, Hog 11, Tine 3 Point
1977 TOYOTA, snow
Chisel Plow •4 Wheel Farm Wagon•,,e440 • 516
Gold
Silver
tires. runs good. $600
3 Point Plow •Ford 21(14 Piow•Ford 6 - 3 Point Disc
Closed
Closed
1972 Plymouth, new tires.
• 200 Bushel Grain Carl w Floatation Tires • s .. 54
Yesterday 302.75
Yesterday
6.15
Transport Grain Auger • L Shape Pickup Fuel Tank w
new brakes. radiator,
Electnc Pump•Approx 2.500 Tobacco Sticks
$500 Will trade Call
Opened
Opened
436.2506.
MICHAEL 0 MILLER - OWNER
Today
302.50
Today
6.19
For Details Phone 502-753-9220
1978 DATSUN 280Z
Down
.25
Up
.04
Best offer Day 753-4703
M
F
255
Tractor. 1303 Its Remote valve•AC 72
Ds,
Complime
nts of:
night 759-1274
Pon Type Combine • Ford 3*16 Spring Trip Plow •
GOLD
SILVER
&
CUSTOM
1978 OLDS 98 Regency.
Ford 10 Wheel Disc • INC 4 Row Cultivator • John
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
43,000 miles. 4 dr .
Deere 1240 Planter • Century 400 Galion Pull Type
loaded. Day 753-4703.
Sprayer•200 Bushel Gravity Grain Wagon
753 7113
night 759-1274
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
RALPH 7 NELSON ,- OWNER
For Details Phone 502-437-4699,
Hours: 10 8 Daily. 12 S Sunday
50. Used Trucks
DON'T MISS THIS ONE"
1976 CHEVY 4x4, excelEACH
AND EVERY PIECE SELLING
lent condition, or will
- 41 ABSOLUTE AUCTION'
trade for 1' ton or 2 ton
.
grain truck. Call 492NO M'INIMUMS"
NO REJECTIONS" *
8411.
BRING YOUR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS"
1978 TSTFT, tNATION AL
JAMS R. CASH LOADER TRACTOR
conventional 350 cumAVAILABLE AT NO CHARGE"
mens engine recent',
SEE YOU THERE!!
overhaul. 1975 Frtiehut
42'-• reeler. -ribbe'd
Est hv
aluminum floor, kernAs's.rpu e s E
lite walls 436-2837.
_
1982 8.16 GMC. pickup
The AUCTIONEER 8. REAL ESTATE BROKER
Extra sharp Bally
FANCY FARM KS
wheels, white letter
15021 623-L466 OR ISO?) 823+389
tires, 4 speed Call I -"bS4-8461
•••lts•s/
IL t.,iltL.
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
75Z-1596 or 753-5905.
UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
Nationally known
oil company needs
a person in this
area. Permanent,
full time sales position, high income,
advancement.
Farm
and
industrial
background helpful.
Training
when
hired. For an interview, meet Dave
Smith, Red Lion
Inn, 1-57 & Rt. 13W,
Marion, IL. Feb. 11
Mon.'at 10:00 a.m.
( 1-800-527-1193)

WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft refrigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0595.

SEASONED oak
firwood. Also will do
tree trimming, removing, an's! shaping
shrubbery. Call
753-5476.
SOLID oak new baby
bed, tires- studded 14",
recliners, bunk beds,
regular beds, carpets,
refrigerators, framed
prints: and many other
items. Call 759-4194
between 10a.m.-7p.m.
C&J Consignment. 1413
Olive Blvd.

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Oriunrs

OFFICE
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

AUCTION

99

Is
or

The Murray
Ledger & Times
753-1916

Era
:e.

th
•'s
nd

&X

le
ipr

in
rid
dy
to

LT•

ty
)0
32
:e

II

KENTUCKY

PAINTING

STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

Classified Ad Form

GARAGE SALE

Friday & Saturday
Harrell's Farm Center
Hwy. 94 East just
across RR Tracks.

To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

18 Words - 1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

New and used misc.
items
Tools, Tractor wind
breakers.
Battery Terminal ends
25c each

27 Words - 1 day $4.88
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
City
Zip
State
Phone

E
A OLT10

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12 Noon
Saftrday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.

+. 40-
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JAMES R. CASH
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Former U.S. Sen. John Sherman Cooper's
wife, Lorraine, 79, dies at nursing home

OBITUARIES

Your Individual
Horoscope

Williams' funeral Thursday

LOUISVILLE, Ky. dia., where Cooper was chairman of New York
AP.) — Private ser- assigned ambassador Gov. Nelson
The funeral for Lt. gess Williams, Murray; vices will be held later by President Dwight D. Rockefeller's campaign
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1985
for the Republican
Col. (ret.
Nelson one brother, Tom this week for Lorraine Eisenhower.
What
kind
of day will tomorrow be?
Cooper,
the
wife
Cooper,
of
mood, yet crave company when
a
Republican presidential nomination
Williams will be held Williams and wife, Ertl&
To find out what the stars say, read
former U.S. Sen. John from Somerset, return- in 1968.
you're by yourself.
Thursday in the chapel ma, Paris, Tenn.
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Sherman Cooper of Ken- ed to Kentucky in 1958 to
In 1967, The
of the George
SCORPIO
Kalas
tricky and a prominent run for the Senate, winn- Washington Post
, ARM
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Funeral Home, 6160 Oxhostess in Washington. ing election to a partial described Mrs. Cooper
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Goals must be more realistic. Aimon Hill Rd., Oxon Hill.
D.C.
Persistence is needed to realize
term, and later to two as a hostess "who stagMd.
ing for the impossible can only lead to
Mrs. Cooper died Sun- full terms.
career goals, yet progress is likely to
discouragement. Socialize without
ed Washington's most
Burial will follow in
day in a Washington
be intermittent. Worry could impede
After his retirement entertaining salon every
abusing your health
the Resurrection
nursing home after a from the Senate in 1972, Monday afternoon with
relaxation.
SAGITTARIUS
Cemetery in Oxon Hill.
Final rites for Elisha long illness. She was 79. Cooper was appointed all the flair of a BroadTAURUS
(Nov.72 to Dec. 21)
fle
Williams, 58, Oxon
William Key were Mon(Apr.20 to May 20)
Cooper, 83, said he the nation's first am- way theatrical
You're not used to others pointing
Hill, died Sunday at 11
You'll snap out of an early morning
the finger at you regarding ethics, yet
p.m. at the Andrews Air day at 11 a.m. at the Oak wished to remain in bassador to East producer."
depression. Romance is favored, but
Grove Baptist Church seclusion in his Germany.
this may happen today. Don't mix
The Coopers were also
Force Base Hospital.
indiscretion is not. Business needs
pleasure and business.
Stories written about close friends of PresiThe deceased was a near Hazel. The Rev. Washington-area home
Leon
further
thought.
until
Winche
ster
after
the
services.
dent
Mrs. Cooper said she
John F. Kennedy,
graduate of Kirksey
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
Mrs. Cooper impressed leaders in In- who with his wife Jac(Dec.22toJan. 19)
High School and Murray officiated.
•
(May 21 to June 20)
Pallbearers were established herself as a dia and East Germany. queline, dined at the
One friendship is a downer today,
State College. He also
Don't let friends distract you from
yet another inspires you to greater ac"Lorraine's gracious Coopers' home shortly
graduated from George Paul Dunn, Larry leading figure in social
work
that needs to be done around tfie
Arnett,
circles
and
Tolbert
their
after
Story,
complishment. Home entertainments
home
smile,
his
inaugurat
charming manion.
Washington University
house. You may be somewhat moody
The Washington Star
aren't especially favored.
and the Baltimore Law Tommy Dan Story, In Georgetown was a ner and luxurious parin
disposition.
cent
Greg
er
Story
and
described
for
Gary
ties made a hit with
Mrs. Cooper,
AQUARIUS
School. He was a pracCANCER
entertainment.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Prime Minister although a Republican,
ticing attorney at Oxon Story.
.
(June
21 to July 22)
Burial
FitIC
Mrs.
was
Cooper
in
the
was
as
born
one
of
Jawaharla
Someone bends the truth in his or
the leading
Hill.
l Nehru and
You're inconsistent in the handling
Lorraine Arnold Rowan, other Indian dignitaries. hostesses of Kennedy's
her direction. Keep your financial
Williams was a church cemetery.
of finances now. Contracts shouldn't
Mr. Key, 84. died a member of a wealthy They were sorry to see Democratic New
dealings private and be ready for the
member of the
be finalized yet. Partners are inploys of others.
Maryland Bar Associa- Saturday at his home, Pasadena, Calif., fami- both he and Am- Frontier.
spiring though.
PISCES
Mrs. Cooper was martion, Realtors Associa- 111 Marilyn St., Paris. ly. She and Cooper were bassador Cooper go,"
WIN*
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
wrote syndicated col- ried twice before her
wart
tion and South Minister Tenn. A retired farmer, married in March 1955.
(July
23
to
Aug.22)
he was a custodian at .-A few days after their umnist Drew Pearson marriage to Cooper.
A friend could let you down now.
Presbyterian Church.
You may feel a family member
Partnerships are favored providing
Her first husband was
He was preceded in VFW Post 1889, Paris, marriage in California, when the Coopel•s
doesn't give you enough credit. Trust
you don't spend too much money
death by his father, for more than 20 years. the Coopers left for In- &returned from India in Robert McAdoo, son of
your intuition on the job. Avoid foolish
Born
together. Still, have fun!
Dec. 28, 1900, in
-1956.
William Gibbs McAdoo,
Noah Williams, and a
expenditures.
YOU BORN TODAY have an
Mrs. Cooper was President Woodrow
brother. Don Williams, Calloway County, he
VIRGO
amiable
disposition and work well
educated in France and Wilson' secretary of the
the latter on Oct. 28, was the son of the late
sit
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
with groups. You're motivated
William (.Bud i Key ajlizi
Duly and mpent =stmt. Treasury
later _. a
1984
--Relaxation-from worry IS WM-You
sense orresporisilidity and are often
her adult life in U.S. senator from
Survivors are his Ellen Paschall Key.
need to improve job efficiency. An
drawn
to government service. You
He
also
was
California
preceded
Washingto
.
n.
wife, Mrs, Ruth
unusual entertainment may fit the bill
need harmony in your environment
Her second husband
She made frequent
Williams; four in death by two sisters,
tonight.
and are made unhappy by criticism.
campaign stops with her was Thomas Sheviin
daughters, Mrs. Necci Mrs. Maudie Hart and
LIBRA
You have a dramatic flair and will
husband during his bid Jr., member of a
Rocco, Mies Kathy Mrs. Era Parks, and
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
succeed
in writing, theater, design
two
brothers,
Wilsey
for
Senate,
the
wealthy
and she
Minneapolis
Williams, Miss
Your timing may be off today. You • and businesses allied to the arts.
was Kentucky co- family.
Elizabeth Williams and (Hop) Key and Homer
may socialize when you're not in the
You'd make a good fund raiser.
Miss Laura Williams: Key.
Survivors are his
:
- one son, Donald
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Williams; one grand- wife, Mrs. Lavona (AP) — Vanderbilt
daughter. Lindsey Roc- Nichols Key, to whom University Medical
co. all of Oxon'Hill; his he was married on Dec. Center is offering
docmother. Mrs. Elsie Bog- 28, 1928; two daughters. tors across the nation
an
Mrs. Elvira Charlton,
opportunity to receive
Puryear. Tenn., and
continuing medical
Mrs. Betty Key
education credits via
Callicoit, Paris; one
satellite without leaving
sister, Mrs. Manon Martin, Henry, Tenn.; one their hometowns.
Dr. Dennis Wentz,
brother, Jessie Key,
Vanderbilt's associate
Hazel; three granddean of graduate and
children; two greatcontinuing education,
Hoyt E. Phillips. 70, grandchildren.
said no other medical
1782 Klerner Lane. New
•
center in the country ofAlbany, Ind., died Monfers doctors continuing
day evening at the
education credits
Humana -Audubon
through this type of
Hospital. Louisville.
arrangement.
Born in 'Calloway
Wentz said tie hopes to
County, he was the son
Services. for Alvin P. see 50-100 hospitals naof the late Clifford
Phillips and Cozy Brandon will be tionwide sign up for
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in Vanderbilt Center for
Shelton Phillips.
Medical Television
An Army veteran of the chapel of the
(VMT) by the end of the
World War H. he was a Eilalock-Coleman
year.
former employee of the Funeral Home.
"I feel very good
John Dale will ofVeterans Administraabout
the quality of it,
ficiate.
Jerry
Bolls
will
tion Medical Center at
LIST PRICE $99.95 F. %CFI PHI
direct the song service. and the cost should be
• I F
Louisvifle.
Pallbearers will be almost within anybody's'
He had been in the insurance business in the Kent Brandon, Jeff reason," Wentz said.
The satellite TV
Southern Indiana Area Brandon, Frankie Branfor the past 27 years and don. Roger Brandon, hookup is currently beE S159.97, F %I If PI F 4
• %I F
ing offered to doctors
Was serving as presi- Glen Brandon and Benand
other
health
nie
care
Pitman
,
all
gent of Hoyt E. Phillips,
professionals at 11
vs
Inc., and as vice presi- nephews.
Burial will follow in hospitals in Kentucky
dent of Phillips Insurance Agency, Inc., the Murray Memorial and Tennessee.
"It allows the doctor
Gardens.
New Albany.
r"
the
ability
to
keep
Friends
up
may
call
Survivors are his
(with current trends)
wile, Mrs. Mary after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesd
ay)
at the easily, efficiently and
Catherine Hawkins
Von
1541;•effectively," Wentz
funeral
home.
a:14
Phillips; two sons,
•#'
Mr.'Brandon, 81, 705 said.
.V.11';. '.'¼-",a\.
Donald E. Phillips. New
si 94, 1 31 11 .
1 11( I•
•% I F
Doctors are expected
4'
Albany. and Ronald I. South Fourth St., MurPhillips, Goocilettsville, ray, died Monday at to attend continuing
•
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. 8:50 a.m. at the West education seminars frequently,
although
View
the
Nursing
Home.
Marie Jeffrey. LedbetHe is survived by six credits are not required
ter; three brothers.
VC,
I'RI F $ I ,/,) lr F ti II PIFI F • 1 F
by the state medical
Carlyle -Phillips, sons, Marshall, Wilford,
association, officials
Paducah, Dessa Frank, Gene Alvin, Jr.,
Phillips, Louisville, and and Wassail Brandon; said.
...:•&••: •
Wentz said doctors
A . U. ( Buck
Phillips. three sisters, Mrs.
who
receive
the
continuLaura Travis, Mrs.
Jackson, Tenn.
I 1•• I PRII F
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Most U.S. tax bills will be a little smaller
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Most Americans will
find their federal tax
bills a little smaller
when they file returns
this year but several
selected tax increases
will be felt for the first
time.
Many Social Security
recipients will have to
pay tax on their pensions: Non-prescription
drugs are no longer
deductible. If your earnings rose sharply in

1984, it will be more difficult to reduce your
taxes by "income
averaging." And tighter
rules restrict tax
benefits for cars, computers and other equipment whose use is divided between business and
personal use.
Before the year is
over, the Internal
Revenue Service expects to receive 101.4
million individual
returns, up from 96.9

IRS offers 24-hour

recorded tax help

4
.

••

Kentucky taxpayers
who have a touch-tone
phone available can call
IRS and receive recorded tax information 24
hours a day, 7 days -a
week. This service, called Tele-Tax, will provide
recorded tapes on about
140 topics covering suck.
areas as filing requirements, dependents,
itemized deductions, and
tax credits. This taxservice
payer
is
available in addition to
the regular toll-free
telephone assistance offered during regular
working hours.
.
Tax packages. which
were mailed to taxpayers, contain a list of
all the available topics
for
Tele-Tax.
and
describe how to use the
service. The list of topics
Is also included in
Publication 910, "Taxpayer's Guide to IRS Information
and
Assistance", which can
be obtained by writing to
the IRS. P.O. Box 6900.
Florence.
Kentucky
41042. In addition, this
publication can be ...obtained by using the handy order blank in your
tax package.

Louisville area taxpayers only may use
either rotary dialing or
touch-tone contact to
receive the recorded tax
information. However,
taxpayers calling from
rotary dial- phones can
receive the recorded tax
information only during
normal working hours
8:00 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
The same recorded tax
information is available
on both dialing systems.
The
following
telephone
nurnbers
should be used by Kentucky taxpayers to obtain the recorded tax information. Please note
that if you call from outside the local dialing
area of any of these
numbers, you will have
to pay a'long distance
charge.
Touch-Tone Phone 124
hours a day)
Erlanger (606) 727-3338
Lexington
(606 )
233-2889
Louisville
(502)
582-5599
Any type of phone
(Normal working hours)
Louisville only (502)
582-6372

million last year. The
great majority of those
will .be filed before the
April 15 deadline and
perhaps 80 percent of
them will produce
refunds.
The final stage of -the
Individual tax-rate
reductiorls enacted in
1981 took effect last year
but you won't have to do
anything to take advantage of them when you
file your return. The
changes, averaging
about 5 percent below
1983 rates, already are
built into the tax tables
and tax-rate schedules
from which you
calculate how much you
owe.
Here are some of the
other major changes affecting individUals and
couples:
SOCIAL SECURITY:
As part of the plan to
shore up the pension
system, Congress voted
to tax some of the Social

Security checks received by upper-and middleincome Americans. In
general, up to half of
Social Security is taxable if total income exceeds $25,000 for a single
person or $32,000 for a
couple filing a joint
return.
MEDICAL EXPENSES:' Medical and
dental expenses exceeding 5 percent of
your adjusted gross income may be deducted
If you itemize deductions. This filing season,
there are two changes:
Non-prescription drugs
may no longe,r be
deducted: only
prescriptions and insulin qualify. Second,
you may deduct up to
$50 a night for lodging
expenses incurred while
being treated in an outoftown hospital or
clinic.
INCOME AVERAGING: A person whose in-

Law changes tax on
Jo w-interest loans
Low interest loans
have been a popular and
frequently used method
of
avoiding - taxes.
Changes provided by the
Tax Reform Act of 1984
will, make this more
difficult.
The Act generally-imputes interest in connection with demand, term
and gift loans if the Interest rate is less than
the applicable federal
rate. For loans before
1985, this would be 10%.
The imputed interest
would be a deduction or
a gift to the borrower
would depend on the conditions of the loan, the Internal Revenue Service
said.
There is, however, no

imputed interest for
most loans with an
outstanding amount of
less than $10,000. Also,
for gift loans of less than
$100,000 between individuals, the imputed
interest amount is
limited to the borrower's
new investment income
for the taxable year.
This tax treatment is
effective for term loans
made after June 6, 1984
and demand loans
outstanding after that
date that have not been
repaid by September 18,
1984.
Further information
on low interest loans can
be obtained by calling
at
free
toll
IRS
1-800-424-1040.

Thorobred Computers
& Software Systems

Where more
Americans find
a 12.
qm refund

come fluctuates sharply
from one year to the
next, such as a farmer
or writer, may save on
taxes by averaging the
successful year against
poorer years. Now, it is
harder to do. To qualify,
your 1984 earnings must
have been at least 40
percent above the
average of 1981-1983.
See Schedule G for
details.
CONTRIBUTIONS: If
you don't itemize deductions, you still may take
a write-off for part of
the money you give to
charity. For 1984, the
maximum is $75.
RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS: Last year,
you could delay making
your 1983 deposit to an
Individual Retirement
Account until you actually filed your tax
returil;ter some people,
that meant as late as
Aug. 15. The new law
says you have only until
April 15 to make your
1984 IRA contribution —
regardless of when you
file your return.
DIESEL: The federal
tax on diesel went up to
15 tents a gallon last
Aug. 1. But the 6-cent In-

Check for IRS credentials
•.
Louisville — Persons
posing as employees of
the Internal Revenue
Service occasionally attempt to harass taxpayers or collect money
for what the imposter
claims are unpaid taxes,
the IRS says.
Taxpayers should request to see the credentials of any individual
claiming to represent the
IRS.
Every
IRS
emploYee who makes
contact with the public is
required to carry distinctive identification and
must show this when

conducting
official
business. Generally, taxpayers who owe money
to the IRS will receive
written
notification
before being contacted in
person.
Kentucky taxpayers
who doubt the validity of
the credentials offered or
the identity of telephone
callers can verify the
person's employment by
contacting the IRS' Internal Security Division,
Office of Regional Inspector, collect at
(502)582-5298.

Joyce Noel
IT'S
APRIL15111 Tax Service
6 Years Experience

• Otympic
Ptaz•
Shopping
Conte*

$7.50
Short Forms
Long Forms. . . .$15.00
And Up
(Includes Federal & State)

753.7733
Murray,
Ky

H&Ft BLOCK
Found Patricia Leser

crease is aimed at big
trucks, not at cars or
small trucks. So.if on
Jan. 1, 1985, you owned a
1979 or later-model
diesel car, van or light
truck, you may claim a
one-time credit by attaching Form 41$6 to
your return. Form 4136.
CARS AND COMPUTERS: -it is tougher
to write off a home computer, car or other
equipment that is used
only partially for
business. If you are an
employee, you may
deduct a computer, for
example, only if your
boss requires you to buy
It. A self-employed person will fare better, but
still tax benefits are
severely limited unless
the equipment is used
more than half the time
for business.
CAPITAL GAINS:
Preferential tax treatment on profits from the
sale of stocks or other
assets now applies to
property owned more
than six months — if it
was bought after June
22, 1984. The previous
minimum holding
period was more than 12
months.

We an I promise everyone
this bid in a receni survey of
customers who got refunds 3
out ol 4 believe they goi bigger
refunds than it they did their
own taxes 3 out of 4' .

$1117!
What can we find for you?
903 Arcadia St.
Open •• rot • p.m. Vf•ohdays.• tee PA..* 1,1.9104
••••1••• CIF 11/ ••••11 Viso •teopted As mots 111••• tot0+100.9
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We Can Help You Two Ways
During The Tax Season
1. We have Tax, Software Packages to run
on any computer
2. We have an accountant on our staff to
advise you of your needs.

Don't drive yourself.
crezy. Trust your taxes
to Joyce Noel Tax Service
Also In-Home Service
for 'kWh* and shut-Ins.

_Call 489-2240
Between
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
For Appointment
or Information
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No itemizing needed to deduct for charity
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WASHINGTON (AP)
bursed expenses of get— More than 23 million
ting to and from the
couples and individuals
work but not the value of
found a simple way to
your time. If you drive
cut their tax bills when
to your charity work,
they filed returns last
you may deduct 9 cents
year and they didn't
a mile or the actual cost
have, to itemize deducof gas and oil. In either
tions to do it. The saving
case,,you may add the
this year can be even
costs of tolls and
greater.
parking.
If you are among the
The Internal Revenue
64 percent of taxpayers
Service will not allow a
who do not itemize, you
deduction for the porstill may write off part
tion of a contribution
of what you give to
that benefited you. If
charity. A couple filing
you pay $3 for a box of
a joint return or a single
Girl Scout Cookies and
person may deduct 25
the cookies are valued
percent of the first $300
at $2, ,you may deduct
contributed, or $75. For
only the $1 that is an aca married person filing
tual contribution. No
a separate return, the
charitable deduction is
limit is 25 percent of the
allowed for political
first $150, or a maxcontributions (although
imum write-off of $37.50.
you may claim a credit
The deduction may be
for some of those), or
claimed on either the
for raffle tickets.
long Form 1040, Form
You must include a
1040A or 1040EZ.
statement describing
You will have to file
how you valued properthe long form and use
ty donated to charity.
Schedule A if you made
IRS Publication 526 is
a larger contribution to
free and probably will
a charitable organizaanswer any question
tion in 1984 and want to
you have about
deduct it. Contributions
contributions.
may be in cash or proThere's also a big tax
perty; you may also
benefit for giving
deduct some of the exsomething to yourself —
penses of doing
setting aside part of
volunteer work.
your current earnings in
If, for example, you
an Individual Retirework four hours a week
'ment Account. The rules
for the Red Cross, you
on this year's returns
may deduct unreimare basically the same

with one exception: You
must make your 1984
IRA contribution by
April 15, 1985,
regardless of when you
file your tax return. The
IRA benefit may be
claimed by filing Form
1040 or 1040A but not
1040EZ.
A worker may contribute up to $2,000 of
1984 earnings to an IRA
and avoid paying tax on
that money or the interest it earns until it is
withdrawn at age 59%
or later. If a worker has
a spouse with no job outside the home, the couple may contribute a
total of $2,250 divided
between two separate
accounts any way they
see fit so long as neither
claims more than $2,000.
They must file a joint
return. A two-earner
couple may set aside up
to $2,000 per spouse if
each earned at least
that much.
You risk stiff
penalties from the IRS
and bank or other institution that holds your
IRA if you withdraw it
prematurely. For example, if your IRA is in a
38-month account and
yau withdraw the
money before that time
is up, the bank might
Penalize you several
months' interest. The
IRS Would tax the full

amount withdrawn and
add a 10-percent
penalty.
However, there is no
IRS penalty for a
"rollover" from one
IRA account to another.
Thus, if your IRA in a
36-month certificate of
deposit is maturing and

avoid delays in determining the appropriate
entry.

try on your Form 1040
and attach the Schedule
W.

Attaching schedules:
Attach schedules and
forms in "sequence
number" order. The
number is just below the
year in the upper right
corner of the schedule or
form. When bringing forward figures from attached schedules, be certain to enter the amounts
correctly and on the appropriate lines.
Married taxpayers: If
both
spouses
are
employed, complete the
Schedule W (Deduction
fof a Married Couple
When Both Work) In
your tax package to
determine if you qualify
for this deduction. In
preparing Schedule W,
particialar
attention
should be given to the required
adjustments
when IRA. Keogh, and
business expenses are involved. If you qualify,
transfer the deduction to
the appropriate line-en-

Withholding: Include
withholding amounts only on designated lines on
the return. Entering on
other lines may generate
IRS correspondence for
clarification.

year.
Whatever form your
IRA takes, you may not
use it as collateral for a
loan. And the money
may not be invested in
such collectibles as
stamps, coins or art
works.

6

—end for this new FREE guide from PaineWebber!

Find out how to turn
$2,000 into $20,000
with zeroes.

Paincit-i-bher

Free reference
to one oftoday's
most popular
investments.
Zero coupon bonds,
because of their potential
return of 1,000e* or more,
have become one of today's
most popular investments.
But not all zeroes are the
same. There are CDs,Corporates, Municipals,11.easuries
and more. There are a multitude of interest rates and
maturity dates,and what may
be most important of all,
there are different guarantees and safety factors.
That's why we've prepared
this new publication,
QS and As About Zero Coupon
7lvasuries, which you can
get FREE by calling
(502)442-6730,or by mailing
the coupon today.
This new booklet quickly
ends confusion. You'll learn
why zero coupon treasuries
are such attractive investments. The booklet explains

Tax filing tips from the IRS
If you're entitled to a
tax refund and want proper action, take special
care to complete your
return properly. The IRS
can then complete its
processing accurately
and you'll receive your
refund without delay.
Here are some tips
from the IRS that should
be helpful in completing
your 1984 return:
Tax
tables
and
schedules: Use the correct tax table/schedule
and make sure you pick
up the proper line and
column for your taxable
income.
Refund amount: Double check your computation when subtracting'
credits from tax due to •
arrive at your refund.
Earded Income Credit
(EIC): Be sure to claim
your earned income
credit when entitled and
follow the instructions on
the EIC worksheet included in your tax
package.
Handwriting: Make
your entries legible to

you discover a more
lucrative investment,
you have 60 days from
the time you withdraw it
to put it into a new IRA.
You may use the money
any way you see fit during that 60 days but you
may make _such a
rollover only once a

•

Vs A: A's
About
Zero

Coupon
Trcasuries

features such as safety, true
yields, availability, flexibility
and liquidity.
It also covers the best
places
for using this invest.
ment.11.easuries are excellent investments for IRAs,
Keoghs and pens.ion plans.
You can also use them to
plan for a child's college
edlication.
Send for this new informative publication today and we
think you'll be saying:
"Thank you,PaineWebber."

Send for your copy today.
Call(502)442-6730. Or mail this coupon.

Unemployment compensation: Ensure that
your unemployment
compensation
is
reported correctly by using the worksheet included in the tax package.
Preprinted label: Use
the IRS label that comes
with your= tax package. If
the information is pot
current, make necessary
corrections legibly on the
Label,
Signature(s): Be sure
to attac), copy B of all
W-2's and SIGN your
return. If you're filing a
joint
return,
both
spouses must sign.
Record
keeping:
Finally, always keep a
copy of your return and
supporting records.

0
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•
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(5021442-5730
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Prescription deductions easier this year
WASHINGTON ( AP I
— Overthe-counter
drugs are no longer
deductible against
federal income tax but it
will be a little easier to,
write off prescriptions
at return-filing time this
year.
Another change
allows a medical deduction for some lodging expenses incurred in connection with -treatment
in an out-of-town
hospital or clinic. The

bad news for taxpayers
with big medical bills is
that they still may
deduct only unreimbursed expenses that
exceed 5 percent of their
adjusted gross income.
The change in treatment of drugs — there is
no longer a separate
income -related
threshold to cross —
makes it simpler to
calculate the deduction
for medical expenses
but denies a write-off for

any non-prescription
drug except insulin.
On the revised
Schedule A that accompanies Form 1040, add
together your prescriptions, doctors' and dentists' fees, cost of
transportation and lodging and other medical
expenses, including
eyeglasses and medical
insurance premiums,
and subtract from that
total 5 percent of your
adjusted gross income

New law makes transfers of
divorce property nontaxable
When spouses divorce,
they often transfer property from one to the
other. If the property had
appreciated in value, the
person transferring it
was taxed on the gain
that occurred, while the
one receiving it used the
value on the date of
transfer as his or her
basis in the property, the
Internal Revenue Service said.
This treatment changed under the Tax Reform
A
of 1984. Property
transfers incident to a
divorce are now treated
as gifts and are nontaxable at the time of
transfer. The person
receiving, the property

will continue to
old basis and
liable for any
gains tax at the
sale.

use the
will be
capital
time of

The new rule generally applies to transfers
made after July 18, 1984.
If the transfer resulted
from a divorce settlement made on or before
this date, the new rules
apply only if both former
spouses agree to it. They
may also elect to have
the new treatment apply
to transfer made, any
time after 1983. It is important for the recipient
to obtain good basis information at the time of
divorce so he or she will

be able to calculate the
tax properly at the time
of sale. Each couple will
want to examine how the
new rule affects them
before making any decisions about property
settlements.
For more information
about the tax aspects of
divorce, request the free
IRS Publication 504.
"Tax Information for
Divorced or Separated
Individuals," by using
the order blank in your
tax package or calling
your IRS office. It is also
available as reference
for reading or photocopying at many public
libraries.

copiES
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Reduce To The Size You Want
9702 COPYMO System
• Dual Cassettes
• Smudge-Free By-Pass
• Automatic Exposure Control
• Instant Warm-up
• Copies Up to 11"x17" ,
• microprocessor Controls
• 10-Bin Sorter
• 15 Copies Per Minute
• Compact Design
• Operating Simplicity
• Top Copy Ouality
• Not Blind to ''Blue"
• Excellent Halftone Reproduction
YOu also get something no one else can offer- a century
old tradition of service Well always be there when you
need us •
Chetk and mail this postagepaid reply card fOr more infor- Just
• plain reliable
mation or a demonstration
0Please send me Otero-Rum. 0 Meese call me to arrange a demo.

6111111Clicopiers
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(AM). You may deduct
whatever remains,
assuming your deductions of all types exceed
the standard deduction
($3,400 for a joint
return, $2,300 for a
single return).
(AGI is your income
minus such adjustments
as employee business
expenses, moving expenses and contributions to Individual
Retirement Accounts. It
appears on Line 32 of
Form 1040).
For the first time, you
may include as a
medical expense the
cost, up to $50 a night, of
staying in a hotel if that
Is essential to treatment
in a hospital or clinic.
For example, if a
cancer patient must go
out of town for regular
chemotherapy treatment and the distance
from home is sufficient
to warrant a hotel stay,
the cost up to $50 a night
Is deductible. If the patient is a child accompanied by a parent, the
deduction is $50 each.
The Internal Revenue
Service generally considers a deductible
medical expense to be
an amount paid to
diagnose, cure, treat or
prevent disease or to affect any structure or
function of the body.
That definition has been
interpreted to include
expenses as far-ranging
as electrolysis to
remove facial hair, to
the purchase of a wig
that a doctor considers
necessary for a patient's mental wellbeing, to the full cost of
special education to
alleviate a mental or
physical handicap.
Deductible transportation costs include 9
cents a mile (or actual
cost of gas and oil) for
trips to a hospital or

doctor's office, plus
parking and tolls. IRS
Publication 502 lists
medical expenses that
may and may not be
deducted:at
The single largest
deduction for most of
the 35 million couples
and individuals who
Itemize is interest, including a home mortgage. Although there is
talk of limiting that
deduction in the future,
most nonbusiness interest remains fully
deductible on 1984
returns for those who
itemize. But you may
not deduct interest paid
on a loan to finance taxexempt securities or to
buy single-premium life
insurance.
Otherwise, include on
Schedule A interest paid
on your mortgage, on
your credit cards (but
not the annual membership fees), on revolving
charge accounts such as

Employers must make W-2
form available by Jan. 31
Kentucky taxpayers
should watch the mail for
their Form(s) W-2. Wage
and Tax Statement.
Employers are required
by law to make these
available to employees
by January 31, 1985, the
—ril"&nal
r
Revenue Service said.
Taxpayers
should
receive a W-2 form from
each employer they
worked for during 1984,
regardless of the length
of time.
To avoid delays in
receiving the W-2 form,
employees should make
sure their correct address is on file with the
employer. Anyone who
has not received a W-2 by
January 31, should contact their employer to
see if the form is
available. If the W-2 has

Help RICHARD W.JONES
IsConfidential,
Here TAX SERVICE
Professional Service-

BS in Accounting with 14 years experience in preparing personal,
business and farm returns.

Otganilat Inn
Address
State

City

tip

PtIonp
13 qv, `•
C3 V./

118 Nixth7th St
'Mayfield, Ky., 42088,.....
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Contact
Bil Easley
247 5912

94 West and
Oaks Road
Call 753-3215
for Appointment
Day or Night
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offered by department
stores, and on installment loans. If you were
charged interest last
year for late payment of
taxes, that is deductible
— but any penalty is not.
Most taxes you paid to
-state or local government last year are fully
deductible. against your
federal taxes. These include income taxes, real
estate taxes, personalproperty taxes and sales
taxes. If you keep
records of 4he sales
taxes you paid, you may
deduct that amount.
Most people prefer to
deduct the average
amount, based on income, allowed in the
sales tax tables that are
included in the Form
1040 instructions.
Remember to consider
all available income, including tax-free interest, as you figure
your sales tax
deduction.

not been received by
Februry 15, call the IRS
and ask for assistance.
Kentucky taxpayers
may call the IRS toll free
number 1-800-424-1040.
Taxpayers unable to
get a W-2 before April 15,
when the return is due,
must file a timely return
with a statement explaining the computations for the missing
wage
and
tax
information.

The hearing .
impaired get
help from IRS
For the hearing Impaired, the IRS provides
special help to taxpayers
who have access to
TV/Telephone — TTY
equipment. Interested
taxpayers should contact
their local social service
agencies to find out
where this equipment is
located in their area. „
This special number
for residents in Kentucky
Is 1-800-428-4732. Indiana
residents should use
1-800-382-4059. By calling
these toll free numbers.
hearing impaired persons can get answers to
their tax questions.
is
This . service
available from 8:00a.m
to 6:30 -p.m. EST. The
special
telephone
numbers listed above
can only be used in Cartnection
with.
TV/Telephone—TTY
equipment.
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Made an error? So -did 6 million others
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WASHINGTON (AP)
— There's something
about dealing with the
Internal Revenue Service that causes heavy
breathing, sweaty
palms — and errors, errors, ertors.
More than 6 million
taxpayers made
mistakes on the returns
they filed last year, and
one of the biggest errors
involved nothing more
complicated than
writing down the correct taxes-owed figure
from the tax tables.
Thousands of people
who filed the singlepage Form 1040EZ were
unable to add up their
wages and interest, subtract $1,000 and come up
with the right answer.
No matter which form
they filed, many couples

and individuals got the
wrong answer when
they subtracted taxes
paid from taxes owed.
Here are some of the
other mistakes that are
guaranteed to catch the
attention of the IRS:
—Leaving off your
Social Security number.
The easiest way to avoid
that is use the mailing
label from your tax
packet. The IRS says
there's not a grain of
truth to the tale that the
label carries a special
code marking some
returns for an
automatic audit.
—Changing the wording of the tax form or
the "penalties, of perjury" phrase above the
signature line. This can
cost you a special penalty for filing a frivolous

return.
—Failing to subtract
the zero bracket amount
— or standard deduction
as it used to be known —
from your itemized

deductions.
--Deducting more
than $75 for charitable
cOntrIbutions unless you
itemize deductions.
- —Iknoring the April

15 filing deadline. If you
can't get all your
records together in
time, file a Form 4868
and get an automatic
extension to Aug. 15.

You'll still have to
estimate and pay your
taxes by April 15 but
you'll have an extra four
months to file the
return.

•

Over 40 percent hired tax help last year
WASHINGTON (AP)
— More than 41 percent
of the couples and individuals who filed
federal tax returns last
year paid professionals
to prepare those
returns.
The statistic reflects
the complexity of the
tax system but it also indicates many taxpayers
are willing VS pay to
avoid a run-in with the
Internal Revenue Service. Even 600,000 people who filed the single-

page Form 1040EZ hired
professional preparers.
If you want to fill out
your own return, the
IRS offers various types
of assistance. Telephone
numbers and addresses
are listed in the instructions that the IRS mailed you.
—Dozens of special
publications with detailed explanations of
specific situations —
such as moving expenses, Social Security

and small business —
are available free of
charge at IRS offices in
each state. The most
helpful is Publication 17,
"Your Federal Income
Tax," a guide filled with
examples on how to fill
out an individual return.
—More than 150 tape
recordings, each covering a specific subject.
are available for listening by telephone. You
will have to pay longdistance charges if

there is no Tele-Tax
number in your area.
—The IRS toll-free
"hot line" will answer
specific questions about
your return, such as
whether you may claim
a casualty-loss deduction if termites destroy
your toolshed. But
remember that if you
file an incorrect return.
you can't escape
penalties „just by saying
you relied on IRS
answers.

001.

Choice of tax form depends on
several factors, IRS points out
When taxpayers file
their Federal income tax
returns this year they
can choose from three
different forms depending upon their circumstances, the Internal
Revenue Service says.
Single taxpayers without
any dependents, who do
not itemize their deductions, whose taxable income of less than $50,000
a year is from wages,
salaries, tips, and interest income of not over
$400 with no All-Savers
interest, and who do not
claim any tax credits,
may be able to use the
Form 1040EZ. When filing a Form 1040EZ a taxpayer can claim the
charitable contribution
for non-itemizers up to a
maicimum deduction of
$75. However, taxpayers
who claim extra exemptions for being age 65 or
older, or for blindness,
and those with dividend
income, cannot use the
Form 1040EZ.
•
Taxpayers who cannot
use the form 1040EZ
because they have income from dividends -or
unemployment compensation, in addition to
wages,salaries, and tips.
or whose interest income
exceeds $400, may be
able to use the Forth
1040A When using the,
Form 1040A, taxpayers
can also claim the credit
for child and dependent
care expenses. The partial credit fOr political
contributions, and the
earned income credit

*Rh
.1
"

and take a deduction for
payments to an IRA, the
deduction for a married
couple when both work,
and the paritial deduction for charitable
ccintributions.
Of course, some taxpayers may not be able
to use a Form 1040EZ or
Form 1040A because of
the amount or kind of income received, their filing status, the need to
file certain additional
forms and/or schedules,
or the need to pay other
taxes that can only be
shown on a Form 1040. In
addition, taxpayers may

choose the Form 1040
because they may want
to claim itemized deductions, adjustments to income, or credits that
cannot be taken when us-'
ing the Form 1040EZ or
Form 1040A.
Taxpayers generally
receive the tax package
which meets the needs of
the form they filed in the
previous year. Adttional
forms
and
schedules are available
from local IRS office and
in many local banks and
post offices. Many
libraries also carry
copies of reproducible
tax forms.

A VERY
BRILLIANT
DEDUCTION!

Mike Hodge's
Tax Service

•$2,000 to $4,000 tax
deduction available

1104 Pogue, Murray
Is Now
Preparing Returns,
Day or Night
Call 759-1425
For An Appointment

• High competitive rates
• Management expertise

•

•Low Rates and Hundreds of
Satisfied Clients
•Enrolled to practice before the
IRS. Bachelor degree in accounting
at Murray State.'
•8 years of experience preparing
individual, business, partnership,
farm returns and corporate returns

Come talk to us and let us
help you make'a very
Brilliant Deduction!

•
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IRS warns of'refund discounters'
The Internal Revenue
Service is aware of
various schemes involving Federal income tax
refunds. The following
,questions' and answers
have been prepared by
IRS to alert taxpayers to
"refund discounters".
I. What is meant by
discounting a refund?
A refund is discounted
when a taxpayer sells it
to a "refund buyer" for
immediate cash up front
less the discount the
-buyer"
keeps
—

generally leaving the
taxpayer with as little as
60',--7O
of his/her
refund.
2. Who might be a
buyer or discounter?
A discounter could be
anyone from a return
preparer who collects
the fee by offering the
client the refund in cash
on the spot, less a
percentage, to money
lenders, liquor stores,
car dealerships, grocery
store
or
full-time
businesses
which

operate
buyers.

as

refund

3. May my preparer
receive niy refund?
The IRS has a general
policy of delivering
refunds to recognized
representatives with
valid Power of Attorney
1 POA I
specifically
authorizing them "to
receive but not to endorse such check".
However,
Treasury
Regulation 601-506 provides that the IRS is not

•

Nov (% 'v-earner clecluctiOn is popular
WASHINGTON (API
— The new deduction
for two-earner couples
is a popular one: more
than 48 percent of the
joint returns filed last
year used it to save on
taxes.
The deduction offsets
a portion of the extra
taxes — known as the
marriage penalty —
that result when two
spouses earn incomes
that are relatively close
in 'size. On the other
hand, if one spouse
earns considerably

more than the other,
there is a bonus in lower
taxes. In most cases, if
the couple's income is
divided more evenly
than 80 percent-20 percent, they will pay more
tax than if they were
single.
A working couple may
claim the special deduction by filing a joint
return on either Form
1040 plus a Schedule W
or on Form 1040A.
A simple calculation
Is made for each
spouse: Add total earn-

ed income (that does not
Include interest,
dividends, pensions or
capital gains) and subtract payments to an Individual Retirement Account or Keogh retirement plan and adjustments for employee
business expenses. That
leaves "qualified earned income."
Compare each
spouse's qualified earned income and take 10
percent of -the first
$30,000 of the lower-paid
spouse. That is the twoearner deduction.

4 Annual Yield
9 1018120

•

_
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return of his name, adbound to deliver refund
dress and identifying
checks to a representhe
as
numbers
tative of a taxpayer.
preparer, he may not
And, when _there is no
sign your name for you,
valid POA on file, we
have implemented a pro- • the taxpayer. To knowingly do so would be to
gram to identify and
falsify the document.
redirect such refunds to
6. By law and I rethe taxpayer.
quired to use my own ad4. III have authorized
dress on my return as opmy preparer (with a
posed to any other
POA) to receive my readdress?
fund, may he endorse or
Yes. The Internal
negotiate it?
Revenue Code requires
No. The law provides
that you supply sufficient
for a $500 penalty for a
information for proper
preparer who endorses
indentifiction, including
or otherwise negotiates a
name, address and idenrefund check issued to a
tifying numbers.
taxpayer other than the
7. What effect might it
preparer.
have on me if my return
5. May my preparer
wrong
the
shows
sign my return for me?
address?
While a prepa'rer is reIf the address is changquired to show proper
ed on the return, then
identification on your

WASHINGTON (AP)
— You may have to file
the long Form 1040 even
though you don't itemize
deductions.
More than 61 percent
of federal taxpayers file
1040 but only about 36
percent itemize. To
simplify things for the
greatest number of taxpayers, the Internal
Revenue Service limits
the total income, adjustments, credits and
exemptions that may be
reported on the two
shorter forms — 1040A
and 1040EZ. That requires more people to
use the more
1040.

That number may
grow again this year.
For the first time, many
retired people are having to pay tax on a portion of their Social
Security pensions and
that will require them to
file the long form
whether or not they
want to itemize
deductions.
You must also use
1040 if you paid or
received alimony, had
capital gains in 1984,
received any kind of
pension, had employee
business expenses, want
to claim a credit for
residential energy conservation or for certain

Steven G.
Sacora
Certified
Public
Accountant

t
•Income Tax Preparation
*Financial Statement Preparation
Phone (502) 382-2773 •
for Consultation

HOhlE EEO
FEDERAL
Paducah • LaCenter • Murray • Hickman
Member FSLIC

(will make house calls)
Located 2 miles south of Lynnville. Ky.

Member FSLIC
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More may have to file long form
1040 this year, deductions or not

Rte

A $2,000 Tax Break Now, And a
Worry-Free Retirement Later.
What More Could You Want
From an IRA?

yo'
ho
let

that becomes the official
mailing address for that
taxpayer. This means
that all further correspondence -from the
IRS, including error or
deficiency., notices, examination appointment
letters, etc., will be mailed to the discounter's address and may not be forwarded by him. A taxpayer may be far along
in the collection process
and have penalties and
interest mounting before
he is aware of a problem.
8. If I discover a "refund discounting" operation, where should I
report it?
Refund discounting
operations should be
reported to the IRS. The
number to call is toll free
1-800-424-1040.

investments in equipment, or if you claim
such adjustments as
job-related moving
expenses.
The one-page 1040EZ
is available only to
single people whose taxable income after subtracting the $1,000 personal exemption and
any allowable
charitable contribution
is less than $50,000.
(Even if you don't
Itemize deductions and
no matter which form
you file, you may deduct
a part of charitable
contributions).
There is one other
limitation on using
1040EZ: all your income
must have been from
wages, salaries and Ups
except for interest of
$400 or less.
The two-page 1040A
may be used by married
or single people whose
taxable income is under
$50,000. Income may include unlimited interest, dividends and
unemployment compensation. You may reduce
income subject to tax by
claiming the special
deduction for working
couples and by deducting contributions to an
Individual Retirement
Account. The only tax
credit's allowed 1040A
filers are for child-care
expenses, a portion of
political Contributions
and the earned-income
Credit for poor working
families with children.
If you file Form
(Ceard oa page 7)
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DO the basics and IRS will figure out tax
WASHINGTON (AP)
— If you don't trust
yourself to figure out
how much tax you owe,
let the Internal Revenue

Service do it.
The IRS will do just
that — if you complete
the preliminary work
and your income after

owe, the agency will
send you a bill and
charge no interest or
penalty if it is paid
within 30 days or by
April 15, whichever is
later.
The agency will not do
the calculation if you
itemize deductions or
use income averaging.
In addition, all your income must have been
from wages, tips, interest, dividends or pensions. And the return
must be filed by the
April 15 deadline.
Filers of Form 1040A
who want the IRS to
figure the bottom line
must first fill in any of
Lines 1 through 19, 21a,
21b and 24a that apply
and Schedule 1 if that is
used. Filers of the long
Form 1040 must fill in
any applicable Lines 1
through 37 and 41
through 64 and any
separate - forms or
schedules.
In either case, if you
are filing a joint return,
indicate in the margin of

adjustments is $50,000
or less. If you had too
much tax withheld in
1984, the IRS will send
you a refund; if you still

Long form 1040...
(Coard from page 10
1040A, you will have to
attach a Schedule 1 if
you have over $400 of interest income or over
$400 of dividends, if you
claim the deduction for
a two-earner couple or
take the child-care
credit.
But do you have to file
a tax return at all? Yes,
if you are:
—Single, under 65 and
had income of at least
$3,300; or if you are
single, over 65 and had
$4,300 or more income.
—Married, living with
your spouse, filing a
joint return, both are
under 65 and had income totaling at least
$5,400. If one spouse is
over 65, the filing

threshold is $6,400; if
both are over 65, it is
$7,400.
—Married, with a
dependent child but lived apart from your
spouse all year, are filing a return as single or
head of household, are
under 65 and had income of at least $3,300;
if you are over 65, the
threshold is $4,300.
If you were widowed
in 1983 or 1982 and had
not remarried last year,
you must file if you are
under 65 and had at
least $3,300 income; if
you are over 65, the
threshold is $4,300. A
qualifying widow or
widower with a dependent child does not have
to file unless income ex-

ceed.s $4,400 ($5,400 if
over 65) and lower tax
rates apply. Details are
on Page 6 of Form 1040
instructions.
No matter what your
income, you must file
(on Form 1040) if your
parents could claim you
as a dependent and you
had $1,000 or more in
taxable' interest,
dividends or other
unearned income. And
you must file if you are
self-employed and earned $400 or more after
expenses.
Even if your income is
so low that you are not
required to file, you
should file to get back
any taxes that were
withheld from your
earnings.

the form under "adjustments to income"
how much of the income
listed is yours and how
much is your spouse's.
Attach a copy of Form
W-2 and sign your
return.
The IRS is willing to
do these calculations
because so many taxpayers copy down the
wrong figure when they
use the tax tables to see
how much they owe.
The agency will also
calculate two special
tax breaks: the newly
revised credit for the
elderly and the permanently and totally
disabled, and the
earned-income credit
for low-income working
families with children.
If at the end of 1984
you were 65 or over or
you were under 65 and
retired as permanently
and totally disabled, you
may be able to avoid tax
on part of your income.
You will have to file
Form 1040 plus .a
Schedule R to get the

credit.
The earned-income
credit can be worth as
much as $500, even if
you pay no taxes. The
credit, aimed at keeping
low-income families off
the welfare rolls, is for
those whose incomes
are under $10,000. It
may be claimed on
either Form 1040 or
1040A.
You will nave to do the
calculations, but the
child-care credit can
provide a tax reduction
of up to $1,440 to help offset the expense of having someone care for
your children or a
disabled adult while you
work. The credit
declines as income
rises; the maximum is
for those with incomes
up to $10.000; income
above $28.000 qualifies
for a credit of up to $960
To see if you qualify.
get IRS Form 2441.
PublicatiOn 503 gives
full details on how to
(Cont'd on page 8)

•

•

Hidden treasures in long form
Don't give the long
form short shrift when
you file your 1984 income taxes. Buried in
the official tax language
of this year's 1040, also
known as the "long
form," are some hidden
tax treasures, according to the Kentucky
Society of CPAs.
Taxpayers who don't
itemize generally fill out
the short form — 1040A.
But in doing so, they
could miss out on deductions for moving,
unreimbused business
expenses and early
withdrawal penalties
from savings accounts.
CPAs say that taxpayers who do not
itemize deductions may
be missing out on deductions in the adjustments
to income section of the
long form. Since nonitemizers generally file
a short form — 1040A,
they may not realize
that they are allowed
these deductions, CPAs
explain.
If you are an
employee and use your
car for business
reasons, for example,
you can deduct the actual cost of the standard
mileage rate as an adjUstment to income.
Unreimbursed job expenses for travel, meals
and lodging away from

home should be
deducted as an adjustment to income, CPAs
say. You may do this on
the long form even if
you don not itemize
deductions.
Taxpayers who
Itemize deductions, on
the other hand, should
get all the tax savings to
which they are entitled
on the long form's section for miscellaneous
deductions. These
deductions are also easy
to overlook, CPAs say.
Taxpayers who
itemize their deductions
can, of course, also take
advantage of the adjustments to income
section on the long form.
But look for ways to
whittle your tax liability
further by making the
most of a small section

on the long form that is
for miscellaneous
deductions. CPAs have
observed that taxpayers
can sometimes fail to
take full advantages of
the tax breaks available
in this section.
Miscellaneous deductions live up to their
name, so they don't
usually fall neatly into
one category. Only the
most meticulous record
keeper who is familiar
with the multitude of
miscellaneous tax
deductions is safe from
letting some slip past. If
you are unsure about
whether a particular expense is a miscellaneOus
deduction, you may
want to consult a CPA.
Any fee charged, by the
way is deductible as a
miscellaneous expease.

stands for Agrifax

1111111 It11111111111111111111,

Some returned tax is income
Taxpayers who
received income tax
refunds in 1984 from
taxes paid in an earlier
year to a state or locil
government may have
to report the refunds as
income on thier federal
tax returns, the Internal
Revenue Service said.
Generally, a state or
local tax refund should
be reported as income
only if the taxpayer
Itemized deductions on

Schedule A of the prior
year Form 1040, and
deducted income tax
paid to the state or local
government.
Refunds of federal income taxes are not considered income on a
federal tax return.
However, interest earned on a delayed- federal
refund is income and
must be reported, the
IRS•noted.

•

If you want to use the
latest tools in farm
business management.
PCA stands for you
Were your Production
Credit Association
Farmers like you own
and control us And we
can put Agrifai, the
versatile computerizggi
record system, to work
for you Agnfax can
help you make
informed decisions
about virtually every
phase of your
operation, including
your short and
intermediate terraPCA
fi
ng And were
ways standing by to
help you borrow
wisely So call or visit
You'll like what we
stand tor

Jackson Purchase
PCA

Hwy. 641 N.

7S3-5602

We.Stood For Formers.
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IRS will compute your taxes...
(Cont'd from page 7)

AX
YOUR
TAX

claim the credit and will
also explain whether
you have to pay Social
Security taxes on the
wages you pay someone
for caring for .your
child.
There, are two other
commonly used credits,
which provide a dollar-

More than 72 million
taxpayers were owed
fed money last year

With an IRA you save on taxes and
acumulate money for your retirement. See us for details!

WASHINGTON (API
— Are you giving the
federal government free
use of your money for
more than a year?
More than 72 million
couples and individuals
did just that by having
too much money
withheld from their
paychecks in 1982. The
Internal Revenue Service Likes the money but
would prefer to save the
time and expense of
mailing 72 million re-

EOPLES/BANK

•

r.
MURRAY

'

KY.

In bargung PEOPLE 4111 make the chtference
Main
'
Otke
5th & Main
753 3231

North Branch
North 12th & Chestnut
753 3231

for-dollar reduction in
taxes: the energy conservation credit and
the credit for political
contributions. Either
may be claimed on
Form 1040. The political
credit is available on
1040A as well.
You may take a credit
for up to half of what
you gave in 1984 to

South Branch
South 12th & Story
753-3231

fund checks each year.
If you complete your
1984 tax return and find
you are due a sizable refund, chances are you
can prevent that
happening a year
now by having
money withheld
your paychecks

political candidates or
$2,000 spent on insulacampaign committees*
tion, storm windows and
— but -the credit is
other means of
limited to $100 for joint
weatherizing your prinreturns and $50 for other
cipal home if it was built
filers. Don't confuse this
before April 20, 1977. A
with the $1-per-person
separate credit is percheckoff on the tax
mitted for 40 percent of
return; that money,
the first $10,000 spent on
which does not affect , buying and installing a
your refund or tax paysolar-, wind -or
ment, goes to a joint
geothermal-powered •
fund for presidential
system in your home.
candidates.
Claim these credits on
A credit is allowed for
Form 5695; Publication
15 percent of the first
903 tells you how.

File Now!
Help IRS process more quickly.

-1-tANKs Ar•IY‘tr*-- svc
A L.f....it7Y HAD EVEArrAsT

cc,

from
from
less
from
this

year. If you qualify to
claim more withholding
allowances, all you have
to do is file a new Form
W-4 with your employer.

'
AII

A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

- Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?
When it comes to taxes, are yaw positive you're
not paying too much? Maybe you're not paying
enough! In the confusing game of taxes, it pays
to work with a CPA, a Certified Public Accountant. A CPA plays a vital role in helping you plan
your path through todays complicated tax rriaze.Do you know enough about Federal, state and
local tax laws, to make sound financial business
and personal decisions? How do decisions involving estate planning, depreciation of assets, pension and profiritiaring plans, and other areas affect taxes?
Why get lost in an unfamiliar area? Tax planning
requires a professional — Your CPA.
Certified Public Accountants perform the full
mange of accounting services

777

CPA
Moro thaw a Sitio, it's alsrofossious

IL
Keller.
Michael
201 S. 6t11 Street Certified Public
Accountant

—

z

753-8918

